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ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

For Selection of Constitution
al Delegates and Several
Other Matters

New “Horrors” Injected Into Steamboat War Story—Both Rockland Man Has Remarkable Collection Of Beer Mugs Formation Of New Bank and Immediate Payment Of Fifty
Combatants Appear To Be Spry
From All Over the World
Percent Of Deposits Is Foretold

Gov. Brann ___
has____________
proclaimed___
Sept.
,__
!□..MT.7hTn,:s",^r^! »■
f°r »•
^0,,
the Tribune. These paper, consolidated on Grunge initiated bills to impose a
March 17. 1897.
.
tax on intangible personal property
and an excise tax on the annual
.». gross revenue of electric power com
Who escapes a duty avoids a
panies.
gain—Theodore Parker.
The two bills were automatically
referred to the voters under the
referendum law as a result ot the last
legislature's failure to enact them.
ONE YEAR AGO
Sept. 11 is the day on which a con
Prom the flies of The Courier-Oa- stitutional convention election will be
held to name delegates to consider
zette we learn that—
Mrs. Nina Beverage was elected an amendment to the federal consti
tution repealing the 13th Amendment.
president of the Garden Club.
On the same day the voters are to
When Irving Beach went to Ash
Point to clear the premises around decide whether the State may issue
’ 82.000.000 in bonds for relief of
his cottage he found that the cottage
| "destitution," and whether the con
had burned during the night.
Marianne Crockett Bullard was en stitution should be amended to pergaged as director of the chorus choir i mlt
of votin« machines,
at the Methodist Church.
IIANSON FUNERAL SUNDAY

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the Bodwell became my boat Just as
Tive Maine Stein Song had not gun to obtain considerable newspaper
"Approval of 75 percent of deposi
In the foreword of my story of much as the Vinalhaven and her come into existence when Nathan P publicity, and from various quarters
tors, by amount, is necessary.. Mr.
"The Steamboat War," which ap destruction was to many of us a sin- 1 Cobb began ills collection of beer of tlie globe came specimens which
Isaacson expects to be bock In
peared in The Courier-Gazette a cere regret.
j mugs 40 years ago. and the world was delighted the soul of this stein con
a week or 10 days for further negotia
short time ago I quite plainly stated
As regards the Bodwell being rebuilt fcr a long time to remain in ignorance noisseur.
/
tions. It is understood that any plan
that in writing the article I merely on the Vinalhaven's lines I will have cf Rudy Vallee, the famous crooner
From Norway, Sweden, Russia, Ger
satisfactory to Washington will be
expressed my own opinion, at the to admit it did escape my notice and. who was destined to perpetuate New many, England they came, some
accepted by Federal Reserve officials
same time conceding the right of! I venture to say, everybody's except England's most popular college brought by sea captains with whom
in Boston."
opinion to any person or persons Mr. Gould's, and I somehow had the chorus.
Mr Cobb was intimately acquainted
The statement released yesterday
whose convictions concerning the af- ; idea that the boot was on the other
Neither had anybody dreamed that Each Christmas saw additions to thc
by President Homer E. Robinson said:
a man named Volstead would write collection..
fair were contrary to my own. M.\ leg.
"The Rockland National Bank has
And concerning the burning of the a law and Congress would adopt n
Among his many steins there is but
Gould. Judging from his response
received information from Washing
which one instance of duplicates—this pair
to my humble efforts, seems to have Vinalhaven, Mr Gould must be in constitutional amendment
ton that a plan of reorganization has
possession of some conclusive proof wculd take the contents and joy out coming from the Italian bark Adele
received the wrong impression.
been approved by the Comptroller of
Now I was Just as loyal to our side that the fire was of incendiary origin. { of beer steins as found in America which was towed to this port as a
the Currency, which contemplates, in
derelict after being wrecked off Maof the contest as Mr. Gould or any- j lor he surely would not be willing to , and Its possessions.
general, the formation of a new bank
_______
So the amber fluid was flowing un- ' tlnlcus. The craft remained here all
which wiU take over assets of the old
_____________________________________________________________
: restralnedly, and other songs were winter the crew making its headquar
bark having a value equal to the
' being Just as effectively rendered as ters oil Atlantic wharf adjoining the
’lability of the old bank that is to be
1 the Maine Stein Song is today.
Cobb Butler & Co. shipyoid. Mr
assumed by the new bank
Mr Cobb, now engaged In the gi-o- Cobb did the sailors many favors, anil
"It is expected that the capitaliza
eery business on Lincoln street, was a pair of copper sleli.s was presented
tion of tlie new bank wUI be, new
for seme years connected with the lo him as a souvenir of then- stay.
1 Common stock 8100.000, Preferred
The bark was Anally disposed of at
Ccbb. Butler & Co. shipyard.
stock $100,000, Surplus 850,000.
The remains of Hon. Edgar F. j
His wide acquaintance Included United States marshal's sale and
"Tlie proposed plan ls subject to
Hanson arrived in Belfast yesterday. I
MAINE BLUEBERRY
many sportsmen, and their aid was > taken to Portland.
the approval of the officials of the
The funeral will be in the Baptist 1
immediately proffered when he be- | Ancihtr stein in this collection
GROWERS
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston and
The annual meeting of thr State Church on Sunday afternoon at 2.30.
gan his stein collection, which devel- ; figured in a shipwreck, coming from
,
the Chief National Bank Examiner of
of Maine Blur bury Growers’'As
daylight time.
oped into a pronounced hebby.
ihe steamship City of Rockland which
j this district.
sociation wlll be held TUESDAY.
A lew years later the dining room piled up on Gangway Ledges in
MAY 2, at 7 p. m., at the Associa
"If this plan is consummated. 50
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
tion Building in Wort Rockport
of hls residence on Beech street had Mussel Ridge channel one foggy
Reorganization of a new bank percent of the old deposits will be im
TONSILS
All stockholders and others in
become one of the most Interesting morning in the early part of the new with a capital stock oi $250,000. imme mediately released, and as soon
No risk to patient; no hospitalization
terested are invited.
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m
places in the city, for it displayed a 1 century
diate release of 50 percent of the old as possible thereafter, additional
Saturdays
collection of 130 steins, many of them
The German steins, as one might deposits is contemplated in the plan amounts will be released, these addi
DR. ETHEL CRIE
And here again we see the late lamented Gov. Bodwell. no longer able to Handing on the broad moulding expect are the most striking ones in
advanced by the officials of the Rock tional amounts depending on <ui or
Osteopathic Physician
speak for itself, but finding a worthy champion in Sidney Winslow
which encircled the room, others or- j Mr. Cobb's collection. The oldest is land National Bank, and which will derly collection of the remaining
Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston
■lamenting the expansive sideboard an English "flip mug" which in its be submitted for federal approval.
157878
assets of the old bank, which hi-ve
one else, don’t forget that, and in accuse one of his fellow men of de and the remainder placed at various day has held many barrels of beer, for
Tile long awaited statement was been determined, under the very
puting my story tried to instill into liberately setting fire to the boat. As i points of vantage.
it was in the possession of one family forthcoming yesterday afternoon. ■ drastic new regulations of the Govthe mind of the reader, all the bit- I remember the affair there was
more than two cen’urti*.
following long negotiations with j ernment. as 'unacceptable' fa- the row
Piwter
steins,
wooden
steins,
cop

PIONEER PAVILION
temess, disappointment, and chagrin nothing to prove either the theory of per steins, earthen steins and ham
One stein is commemorative of the Washington, conducted on behalf of bank.
that some of us felt when the Vinal- ' incendiarism or spontaneous corn- mered brass steins, large and small Spanish-American war. The Swedish
EAST UNION
j the Rockland and other banks by
"To force the payment of somr of
OCEAN VIEW
haven fell so far short of the standard bustion, one had and still has, insofar steins.
steins, like those from Oermany. are i Peter Isaacson, a law partner of Gov. these leans at the present time wtul 1
set by the Gov. Bodwell And I still as I know, his choice of the two j The beginning of the collection was 1 very ornamental. Not a few of them i Brann.
BALL ROOM
not only be disastrous to the makers
am of thc opinion that from almost theories and I have chosen the theory humble enough drawn mainly from cost more than 85 apiece, but Mr.
(Formerly
Northend
Skating
Rink)
Music By
A Washington despatch ln this ' and endorsers, but to the depositors
any angle the Bodwell had her of spontaneous combustion.
New England hotels not forgetting Ccbb tn past years has declined many morning's papers says:
and the community of which wc are
ROBBINS' ORCHESTRA
KIRK’S ORCHESTRA
trimmed to a frazzle, although I wUI i I will say in my own experience I the Parker House, Adams House. offers which were based on consid
“Peter Isaacson, attorney, repre- a port as well. The further liquida
Men 35c; Ladies 15
frankly say I would not have admit have seen a bell of oiled waste start Tcuraine and Wirth's In Boston.
erably more than the intrinsic v: lue , renting the Brunswick, Rockland. tion of good bonds at the present
MONDAY NIGHT
8.30 Standard Time
to ignite inside of 20 minutes when .
ted it, even to myself, in 1892.
of
the collection
Dance
To
Camden and Thomaston National “distress" prices would also v.ork to
Mr.
Cobb
brought
one
from
the
Come and Have a Good Time
Mr Gould can't seem to understand not ln use. This happens many times
Fifteen of thc steins are on exnibi- Banks, left Washington yesterday for the disadvantage of the depositors.
STAX WALSH'S ORCHESTRA
world's fair in Chicago, and in 1904
Novi Mies, Confetti. Noise Makers
why I retain none ol tiie bit’.erfiess during the process of rubbing the J there was added a truly magnificent tion at Mr Cobb’s “Neighborhood
51-lt
"This bank has been represented in
tils home, saying that the Comptroller
that was rampant during this con finish of the woodwork of the Secur specimen whicii had been wielded on Store," the others being carefully
of the Currency has approved plans Washington by Peter Isaacson of
test. One might naturally think the ity Trust Building in Vinalhaven.
many Joyous occasions in the Tyro- j packed at his home.
lor reopening these four banks. Thc Lewiston, a law partner of Go”, louts
attitude of "forgive and forget" would
Just what Bodwell Granite Co. has lean Alps.
1 The collection takes on a new slg- p’.aiis will be presented immediately J. Brann.
be understood and appreciated by Mr to do with this steamboat controversy,
Meantlme the collection had be- , nificance with the return of beer.
to deixisitors of the banks for their
"As soon as detailed plans have
Gould, who in his oalling as a minis ls more than I can understand, but
approval by the respective conserva been received and accepted the bank
ter of the gospel, is supposed to be an insofar as the apotheosizing of that
tors.
will make further announcements."
"Lydia Pinkham" It's no use I've
DAMAGES AWARDED
exponent of that sort of doctrine.
organization is concerned, Mr. Gould
got
to
see
a
doctor!
8.1 5 Daylight Saving Time
When the contest was over and the surely wasn't referring to me. My
Meretricious Emotionalism! Woe Ls ToO. H. Anderson and G. L.
smoke of the battle had cleared away father was a stonecutter, and when
Me!
Sidney L. Winslow
Wiley of Warren—High
there was a difference of opinion be
• • • •
tween employer and employe. I nat
way Crossed Land
Old Memories Are Fresh
Simeon A. Duncan and Charles W. Sprague Drowned
urally took sides with the latter and
Lanesville. Mass . April 20
it was many years before I came to
SHARPENED AND REPAIRED
In the Superior Court case of Otis
When Stove-Laden Skiff Capsizes
realize that the Bodwell Granite Co Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
H. Anderson of Warren vs. the State I
R. B. MAGUNE
The papers containing my some- I Highway Commission and Knox
too MAVERICK ST.
TEL 315 didn't have a cloven hoof.
• • • •
49*51
what nippy article arrived this after County Commissioners, a hearing was
Simpon A. Duncan and Charles best previous record having been 25.
But in looking down the years I can noon. Let me express my apprecia held on the premises yesterday b»fore Whitney Spiague, well known resi He also left eight candidates to re
frankly state that I do not believe the tion ot the fine way that the article E W Mallett of Topsham and George dents of the Northend, the former be ceive the Templar orders under the
By ADELYN BUSHNELL ~
new administration, and a treasury
Don't forget our Bodwell Granite Co. to havc always is printed, your witty and discriminat Counce of Warren, acting as commis
ing also one of the most prominent
ing
captions,
and
the
fine
picture
of
been
wrong,
nor
do
I
believe
the
work

which never had known such a pros
sioners.
Full Course
with
men were always right. The mos’ the Vinalhaven printed on the firs'.
The petitioner sought redress for members of the Masonic fraternity, perous era.
TURKEY, STEAK unpleasant memory I have of the Page.
Mr. Sprague was 40 and was em
damages alleged to have been sus were drowned near Andrews Island
or CHICKEN
I am a very humble Congregational tained through the relocation of the shortly before noon Thursday through ployed as a mason's tender. He was a
Bodwell Granite Co. is that sad day
clergyman, I left home in 1896, gradu State highway. The commissioner! the capsizing of a skiff in which they member of the Owl Benevolent & Fra
when it ceased to function
DINNER
ternal Club. He is survived by his
Ail the opinions and convictions ated at Bates. Harvard and Bangor awarded him $1900.
were attempting to take a stove
50 CENTS
wife, Helen S Sprague, and two step
which I stated jn my article of the Theological Seminary, and I fell that
George L. Wiley of Warren, whosSUNDAY
daughters, Elizabeth and Harriet
Tickets checked at Chisholm’s Rockland; and
war of the boats I believe to be the as a former loyal supporter of the preperty adjoins that of Mr. Ander ashore.
The bodies were recovered several Moon.
plain unvarnished truth and so I Vinalhaven, and as a man known to son. but is much smaller, was petiPARAMOUNT RESTAURANT A
Camden Drug Co., Camden
LUNCHEONETTE, Inc.
Both men had a large circle of
have nothing to retract.
all the older Vinalhaven people. I I tior.er in a similar case and was hours later by a crew from the
!OF5f
I have not had the advantage of had a right to express myself on this ; awarded $115.
Whitehead Coast Guard, the sheriff's frleffds and the double tragedy oc
higher education and frankly admit issue which is very fresh to me.
Charles T. Smalley appeared as department being promptly notified casioned much sorrow throughout the
I was short-changed when the brains
You will understand that the pass- j counsel for both petitioners, the High- to that effect by Capt E M Mills, city.
Reason No. 1
“ITS A MAINE COMPANY
A zm
were passed round so am in nc posi :ng years have not blurred my memo- way Commission and County Com- officer in charge.
FOR MAINE PEOPLE"
LIKES MAINE SPRUCE GUM
tion to contradict Mr. Gould when rles, and much of the old rancor re- i missioners being represented by
■’"“'/MAINE
organized by Maine people to meet
Messrs. Duncan and Sprague left
he
asserts
that
I
am
the
victim
of
Maine
needs
You
know
its
officers,
mains
since
there
is
a
long
break
beDeputy
Attorney
Geneial
Sanford
L.
ILTUAL
Rockland about 9 o'clock in the fore
who and what they are and that
Another response comes from the
a malady called meretricious emotion tween my life and that of my home. Fogg.
noon and with them was Charles
they are familiar with Maine condi
far west in return for a box of C. H.
alism.
so
we'll
Just
have
to
take
hls
and
the
old
memories
are
fresh.
-----------------Specialize on Chime* and French
Freeman The stove, which was in
tions as only Maine people can be.
Moor's spruce gum. This time it is
word for it because I am such a lunk
My but those were great days! Last
Clocks
Maine people prefer to do busi
tended for one of Mr. Duncan's camps
from George Kirkpatrick, native of
head that I couldn't tell thc differ rummer I was home and as I con
All Work Guaranteed
ness with Home Folks and now they
at
Andrews
Island,
was
placed
in
the
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse ence between meretricious emotional trasted the melancholy aspect of my
can buy sa'e Autumobile Insurance
Bangor, and In former days a fre
power boat which started for the
Jeweler
lrom a lOOri Maine Company—In
quent visitor with relatives In this
ism and tiedouioureux.
beloved home-town with the glorious
Now Located at
island with the three men on board,
vestigate—
city. He says lt is a real treat and
It
put
me
m
a
rather
awkward
posi
days
that
I
knew
when
everything
HUSTON-TUTTLE
BOOK
STORE
S. E. NORWOOD
Maine I'rople
and a skiff in tow.
that it surely does seem like old
404 Main Street
Rorkland tion because I don't know whether to was in full glory, I felt sick at heart.
Narragansett Hotel.
Rockland,
When the island was nearly
49-tf
Tel. 340
get some “Father John" or a bottle of , What transitions the years bring
times to be chewing spruce gum
reached Duncan and Sprague board
right from the good old State of
about.
IRev.l J. H. Gould
ed the smaller craft, and transferred
Maine. Mr. Kirkpatrick was for
1118 Washington street.
the stove to it.
some
years a railroad conductor in
As the skiff neared the shore it sud
Before you go to bed tonight set
denly disappeared, having probably the West, but is now retired and has
your timepieces ahead one hour.
capsized with its heavy burden and a beautiful home at 3902 Alameda
Daylight saving time begins Sunday.
quickly filled. Freeman, who had re Drive, San Diego. Calif. He does
mained in the power boat, got to the not forget his Eastern friends and is
scene as quickly as possible, but never always pleased to hear from them.

OPENING
MAY BALL

DANCE TONIGHT

Saturday Evg, Apr. 29

OPERA HOUSE, CAMDEN
MONDAY EVENING, MAY 1

ANDREWS ISLAND TRAGEDY

“Codfish
Aristocracy”

LAWN MOWERS

iiiiiiainiii

ADELYN BUSHNELL
MARSHALL BRADFORD

1111 I E 1111111

KI

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

.

RESUMPTION OF SERVICE

Notice

DANCE
Regular Scheduled Service By Our

Planes Will Be Resumed To North

Haven, Vinalhaven and Stonington

In accordance with the rules and regu
lations of its Savings Department, The
Security Trust Company hereby notifies all

the depositors therein that interest on such

MONDAY, MAY 1

deposits after the first day of July, 1933,

Medomak Athletic Hall
WALDOBORO

Saturday, April 29
AI Rougier and His
Orchestra

51*lt

will be af the rate of 3% per annum.
Our Planes Are Already in the Water and Available

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

Fon Qtdrter To All Points

By M. R. Pillsbury, Pres.

Phone Rockland, 547

BOXING AND
WRESTLING
—AT—

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
TILLSON AVE.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 547
49-51

Rockland, Maine, April 25, 1933.

TENANT’S HARBOR

Wednesday, May 10
Seven Bouts
Admission 35c, 25c, 15c
51-lt

| saw the men again until the bodies
j had been recovered by the Coast
| Guardsmen, to whom word of the
tragedy was conveyed by George
Lurvey, a Rockland fisherman.
The bodies were brought to Rock' land and placed in charge of the
To the many official positions Burpee undertakers. The Duncan
which Judge Edward K. Gould has funeral will take place at Masonic
] Temple Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock
held in the past 40 years has been
and the Sprague funeral will take
added another which he is sure to fill place one hour later at the Burpee
with the same notable efficiency parlors.
Mr. Duncan, who was 66, was a
which has marked all his other pub
lic work. The new office is State His painter He early affiliated with the
Masonic fraternity and had passed
torian, and will give him an oppor
through the chairs of the Blue Lodge,
tunity for the enlargement of histori Chapter, Council. Commandery, Lodge
cal endeavors for which hp seems of Perfection, Princes of Jerusalem
peculiarly fitted.
and Rose Croix Chapter. By virtue
of these attainments he became a
Steamboat tickets to any part of member of the Past Officers' Associ
the world. Tours arranged to West ation. Hc was one of the few men
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. who have twice served Claremont
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J. Commandery as eminent commander.
It was under his first administration
Masonic Temple, Rockland.
143 then 145-8-t.f that 33 candidates were knighted, the

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.

THE SHRUBBERY
O happy shades! to me unblest!
Friendly to peace, but not to me!
How ill the scene that offers rest.
And heart that cannot rest, agree!

This glassy stream, that spreading pine
Those alders quivering to the breeze.
Might soothe a soul less hurt than
mine.
And please. If anything could please.
But fix'd unalterable Care
Foregoes not what she feels within.
Shows the same sadness everywhere.
And slights the season and the scene.
For all that pleased ln wood or lawn
While Peace possess'd these silent
bowers,
Her animating smile withdrawn.
Has lost Its beauties and Its powers.
The saint or moralist should tread
This moss-grown alley, musing, slow.
They seek like me the secret shade.
But not. like me. to nourish woe!

Me. fruitful scenes and prospects waste
Alike admonish not to roam:
These tell me of enjoyments past.
And those of sorrows yet to come.
—William Cowper.
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MR- smith

explains

vito defeats dump

ROCKPORT

SOUTH THOMASTON

THE HARBOR ARENA

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO

Last week Thursday night a large
Miss Eleanor Snow, daughter of
= j About Referendum On Beer Was the Big Feature of the
St. George Fans Treated To
Principal and Mrs. Sydney Snow, has delegation of Wessaweskeag Orange
Bill — Ready To Go To
American Legion's All- returned from a visit with relatives members including the Grange band
Lively Wrestling and Box
attended
St.
George
Grange
where
Wrestling
Show
the Courts
in Rockland.
ing Bouts

Better is a little with righteous- j
ne6S, than great revenues without |
right.—Proverbs 16:8.

OFFERS

Miss Dorothy Upham has returned they were invited to give the third and
Tlie only thing to mar the all- to Camden where she has employment fourth degrees. A delightful time ls
It appears from the latest state
Tenant's Harbor fight fans were
Addressing the annual conven
wrestling exhibition at the Ameri in the home of Mrs. L. E. Wardwell. ] reported, as is always the case when rewarded with another good exhi
tion of the American Newspaper ment of Rev. Frederick W. Smith,
after a vacation of several weeks visitors go to St. George
bition Wednesday night.
Publishers' Association in New York ’ superintendent of the Christian Civic can Legion hall Thursday night was
Starting up of work at Clark Island
which
she spent with her parents, Mr.
The main bout presented Battling
the other day Col. Frank Knox of j League, that the transportation ot the fact that William Flanagan was
Monday with a large number of Keag Cook of Tenant's Harbor vs. Bicycle
the Chicago Daily News told his I liquors into this State is the real issue not one of the 150 persons in at and Mrs. L. E. Upham.
Miss Lillian Brann has returned to men employed is welcome news to Johnson of Glenmere. Cook got a
listeners that the 85-ccnt Inflated which the dry forces are fighting.
tendance. He was slated to appear Reading. Mass , to resume teaching many.
"We
have
never
been
disturbed
seri

slow start, but as the fight pro
dollar would mean additional cost
in one of the important bouts, but after spending the vacation at her
Miss Helen Sleeper returned to her gressed he followed the instructions
of newspaper publication, which ously,” said the Rev. Mr. Smith,
teaching position at Bridgewater Nor of his second, Earl Barter, and
would mean that additional revenue ] "about the beer question in the so- the inexorable call of duty made it home here on West street.
mal School Monday.
A
full
house
greeted
the
players
at
called
Weatherbee
bill.
We
believe
managed to pull out a good draw.
impossible.
will have to be provided in some
Friends of Mrs Annie Mundie and
the
Methodist
vestry
Wednesday
eveFerreau of Rockland was accord
manner. This developed the fact the precedents established by thc
Here, briefly, arc the results of a
ing when the three-act comedy daughter Miss Meredith, were pleased ed the honor in a preliminary bout
that some of the small daily news courts of Maine prior to national pro- program which appeared to intereit
■'Whittlin' ” was presented by the Ep to receive cards announcing their sate with Williamson of Long Cove.
papers have already increased their j hibition are sufficient to deal with the the fans mightily:
worth League, the name being de arrival in La Grange. Ill.
question
of
3.2
beer,
in
view
of
the
Young Freeman of Tenant's Har
retail price “without any appreci
Ken Underwood. 189, won from rived from the habit acquired by the
Mr. and Mrs William Clements of
bor and Young Keizar of Thomas
able loss in circulation." The news fact that lower courts have held that Zeke Haskell, 185. getting a fall in
Massachusetts
have
opened
their
country doctor of "Whittlin' ’’ while
ton staged one of the best bouts of
paper is one of the most inexpensive beer of 3 per cent in alcoholic volume 8'a minutes, with body press.
his mind was occupied by the prob summer home here and "extensive" the evening. Freeman was going
luxuries in existence, although the ! or 2.4 per cent by weight was intoxiJohn LaCrosse, 137. drew with lems of the day. This part was en farming operations are being carried
good and scored a knockdown in the
word "necessity” fits the case better ' eating.
Frank Pietroski. 140. the bout going acted by Roland Richards, president on at the lower end of Elm street.
“We are disturbed over the possibili- I
second round.
than luxury.
the
10-minute
limit.
of the league, in a realistic manner:
1 ties for the transportation of any J
Young Oocoran of Thomaston and
Child Health Week
Charles McIntosh, 212, lost to Rev F. F. Fowle, as a miserly, sharpThe current argument as to kind of liquor that would be permit
Young Makey of St. Oeorge put on a
v
...
......
Mothers
of
children
who
will
be
ot
Perley Simmons. 195. in 15*4 tongued village Shylock brought forth
whether Maine shall have legal beer ted under our statutes unless proof
m£h^^ro77nYw!^ from I
t0 enter a*001 ln September are
and furious battle, which was
minutes with a full Nelson.
could
be
adduced
that
they
were
in

by July 1st isn't a circumstance to
the
audience:
other
comedy
parts
Invited
and
urged
to
have
those
chil»ke
six
of one' andhalf a dozen.o[the
Ken Underwood, good for a re
the stir which is being created over tended for sale. That ls exactly the
,
, ■ dren at the Wessaweskeae Inn at 1 Other When all Of the votes had been
appearance.
downed
Freddy
Tripp.
were furnished by Eugene P. Lowell] ar“n , \
®* ulnn / [
at Islesboro by the fact that some situation that would prevail if the
* double as the village telegraph messenger. ( 0 clock- Tuesday, May 2. There the) counted
motor cars are being operated there, Weatherbee bill should become law." 18«- ln 14 minut4!S'
There
were , two
wrestling
and bv Dorothy Welt as the giggling
receive, without any expense, exPrevailing differences of opinion arm hold.
although the ban against them is
airl
Ernest Crockett as a shell aminatioa for physical defects by Dr. matches.. The first was easy money
The
main
bout
brought
together
not lifted until the end of June. among interested lawyers as to
two much discussed athletes Vito shocked soldier was excellent in his ° B Popplestone and Dr. Lloyd Rich- for Young McUughlin of Tenant's
So there is going to be another whether beer will become legal in
Mannone. 145. and "Dump" Mona- < part. as were Maxine Lowell, thc ardson. dentin The clinic will be in ; Harbor who downed Butch Under
town meeting next Tuesday and the Maine July 1 regardless of the refer
wood of Tenant's Harbor in ten
ghan. 165, of St. George. Dump widow, and Carolyn Graffam, her charge of Miss Orace Lawrence. State
voters will have their say as to endum on the Weatherbee measure
field
nurse,
and
a
local
committee
minutes.
whether buzz wagons will be toler do not interest the drys, said the Rev. may be able to give Vito cards and daughter. In fact all parts were so consisting of school board membere
Cyclone Hooper of Tenant's Harwell
taken
that
it
would
be
hard
to
spades
at
baseball,
but
alas!
and
ated now or wait until the June Mr. Smith. Some hold the belief that
and Mrs. Harry Smith.
/jbor and Young Makey of Long Cove
roses act as an offset to the un the beer revenue bill, enacted as a alack! he found the nimble and specialize. Music was furnished be
companion measure to the Weather muscular Vito his undoing. The lat tween the acts by an orchestra ot
familiar fumes of gasoline.
bee bill, has sufficient legal authority ter won the first fall in 14'» minutes string and brass Instruments played :
by Raymond Snow. Lawrence Snow. I
Although he reached the retire for the sale of beer regardless of with a head scissors and toe hold,
Vere Crockett. Gertrude Havener, I
and
the
second
fall
in
25
*4
minutes
ment age last February Admiral whether the Weatherbee bill is en
Aubrey Wentworth and Ernest Crock
William Veazie Pratt has continued acted or defeated in a referendum. with scissors and double arm bar.
ett. A vocal solo by Donald Welt and
Ray Thompson was referee.
in service as chief of naval opera Other attorneys are opposed to this
duet by Helena Upham and Marie
Between
the
last
two
bouts
two
belief,
holding
that
if
the
Weatherbee
tions at the request of the Presi
dent. and will not be retired until measure is killed the statutes will re mosquito-weight boxers flew in MacFarland were enjoyed, A good
after the conclusion of the Geneva main as they are, adamant on the through the keyhole and enter- sum was netted,
Rev F F. Fowle will leave Tuesday
disarmament conference. What a point of prohibiting liquors of alco tained the crowd with a couple of
afternoon
for Bangor to attend the
holic
volume
greater
than
one-half
ot
bouts. Mr. Blue Sweater weighed a
pity that officials go into retire
fraction of an ounce less than Mr Methodist Conference.
ment just as they are reaching their one per cent.
Mrs. Giles and daughter Muriel
"We are not going to bother about Green Sweater, but was given the
highest point of efficiency, particu
and Miss Evelyn Carver were dinner
larly in the case of Admiral Pratt, that question." said the Rev. Mr newspaper decision.
guests Wednesday night of Miss Lil
a Belfast man of whom we are all Smith. “We did not believe there is
lian Brann
legal
authority
for
the
sale
of
beer
very proud.
WITH THE BOWLERS
George Crockett Is assisting Post
after July 1 if the Weatherbee meas
master
Spear at the local office, filling
The Sacred Cod which has hung ure is held up by referendum. If it yhe Augugta Experts Strike a
the position which has been held by
in thc Massachusetts House of Rep should develop that we are wrong,
Snag On the Recreation , Mrs Spear The change was mad"
resentatives for more than 30 years however, wc shall fight thc matter tn
Alleys
I to conform to the new ruling by the |
disappeared the other day, and the the courts.
Postofflce Department thal no mem
"Our present situation is exactly as
City of Culture wa, mightily dis
Those two sterling Rockland bowl ber of a postmaster's household shall
tressed about it. Last night tiie our attitude has been all along; we
emblem suddenly reappeared under are opposed to the transportation pro ers. Thomas and Cobb, defeated that , be employed by him in the office. Mrs
circumstances which lead to the be visions contained in the Weatherbee highly capable Augusta duo—Staples Spear will be missed by the patrons
Several from this place are planning
lief that Harvard students had been bill. We oppose It because it repeals and Ooggin Wednesday night, by virtue
of
a
remarkable
finish
which
,
to
attend the meeting of the Lincoln
that
section
of
our
law
which
helps
taking a piscatorial course.
to enforce the transportation section swept the visitors completely off their Baptist Association next Friday at
feet. Thomas had high string <128< the Baptist Church in Morrill.
In two of Knox County's granite of the 18th Amendment. It makes
and Cobb had high total. The sum
Earl Tolman of West Rockport and
it
possible
to
transport
any
kind
ot
centers the sound of hammers is
mary:
Miss Frances Hammond of Rockland
again heard. With summer so liquor so long as the police cannot
Rockland
Augusta
were united in marriage Thursday
close at hand what a pity that the prove the liquor being transported is
Staples Ooggin i evening at the Methodist parsonage, |
Thomas Cobb
for
purposes
of
sale.
It
would
amount
Industry cannot be clicking on all
Rev. F F Fowle officiating. They ]
86
107
108
90
cylinders. The status of the granite I to nullification of the prohibitory
were
attended by Mr and Mrs. Neelo ]
125
85
94
96
industry means more to this local laws of Maine."
110
104
123
Lofman of Rockville. Congratula-'
91
ity than it ever did before, with two
] tions and best wishes are extended.
103
123
106
101
WARREN
other major industries in a stag
• • • •
96
110
113
127
'THIS Is not a new "cheap" model brought out to
nant stage.
Church
Notes
99
96
88
103
New mail schedule effective Mor.- ,
* meet a price. Instead, it is a standard model—fullSunday services at both churches'
88
104
85
96
The Boston & Maine Railroad day morning. May 1: Mail leaves: For
sized,
full-powered—selected from our regular 1933 line!
will begin on standard time
108
97
96
112
was able to show a comparatively west, at 6.50 a. m.. for east, 8.35 a. m.:
Baptist Church, George F Currier. I
107
98
91
83
small deficit in March—the mere for east and west, at 12.45 p. m.: for
There has been no compromise—on quality—on per
pastor: Church school at 10 o'clock: 1
90
128
108
91
trifle of $261.771—but the loss in west. 3.55 p. m. Mail arrives: from
service of worship at 11 with special'
— —
— —
formance—on size or power. It has more than four
east
and
west,
7.55
a.
m.;
from
west,
revenues passed the million mark.
music by choir, children's story and
995 1013
1019 1024
cubic
feet of food storage space. It has the full-sized,
The answer, of course, was “effi 9 35 a. m; from east and west. 2 p. m
' sermon. "Numbering Christ's Disci
ciencies in operation," a trinity of All time standard.
standard Kelvinator compressor—so powerful that it
ples;” B.Y.P.U. at 6. subject "Stories
Rorkiand Trims Augusta
Warren postoffice will open at 5.15
words which probably echoes sadly
Rockland took four of the five Jesus Told;” evening service at 7.
operates only about a third of the time and actually
a.
m.,
and
close
at
5
p.
m.,
standard
with some employes
strings in its match with Augusta at singing of the old songs and the 1
time.
uses less current than compressors of a third its capa
pastor will continue the series In |
Leslie Weaver, son of Mr and Mrs the Recreation Alleys Wednesday
Maine "drys” are being com-,
city, running all the time. This means less wear, greater
night; capturing the game by 61 pins Pathfinders of Christianity—"Martin 1
pellcd to build up a political party, erbert Weaver, and a pupil of the
First honors went to Dudley, who had Luther," "Seeing God As a Mighty '
economy, and much longer life. No compromise here.
I
grammar
school,
is
confined
to
his
hints Supt. Smith of the Christian
high single <115) and high total. The Fortress;" Trytohelp Club. Monday
bed
for
a
time
with
a
badly
fractured
Civic League If the drys had been
evening at vestry: World Wide Guild ■
summary:
The cabinet is large, roomy, beautifully designed. It is
equally earnest throughout the last collar bone, received when he was in
Rockland—Drinkwater 488. Brault Tuesday evening at parsonage; all day j
collision
Thursday
morning
before
presidential campaign there might
a heavy, one-piece «teel exterior over a rugged steel
460. Dudley 510, Shute 450. Lawry 443. meeting of Ladies' Circle Wednesday '
not have been such a sweeping rout school with Edgar Deane, a school
frame. It has 2,4 inches of Kelvatex insulation all
in
the
church
parlors:
prayer
meeting
total 2351.
for the party which has always been mate, both riding bicycles, one turn
Thursday
evening
Augusta
—
Wing
470.
Hodgdon
466.
around
— 24 inches of waterproofed, odorless, inde
ing into John Teague's driveway in
most faithful to their interests.
Methodist Church. Forrest F. Fowle
front of the other. Young Weaver 1 Garside 461, Kimball 421. Albison 472.
structible insulation to keep the cold in and the heat
pastor: Church school will begin at
was taken to Knox Hospital by Di ! total 2290
A Maine man—Robert Swan
out.
No compromise here.
• • • •
| 10 o'clock, standard time, Instead of
Townsend of Damariscotta may be Fred Campbell and the fracture re
Wall's
Wonders
submitted
to
grave
n
45
as
formerly;
preaching
service
ru.med as American minister to duced.
There is a Temperature Selector with 8 freezing speeds
Supt. of Schools Frank Rowe was indignities at the Star alleys last1 at 11 o'clock, subject “The Heart’s
Finland. Maine has always figured
night when defeated 122 pins by the 1 Resting Place;'- Epworth League at
at
Castine
Friday
to
attend
the
ob

and the exclusive Kelvinator 3*Zone Cold which sup
prominently in diplomatic circles
Three Crows. The King's forces were j 6; evening service at 7 with special
and if the Damariscotta man re servance of superintendents' day. He
plies three distinct types of refrigeration in the one
utterly routed. Cummings led the I music by quartet; Ladles' Aid will
ceives this assignment it will be a was cr.e of the speakers at the aftercabinet. And there are many other features which give
procession with his single of 119 and meet Wednesday; Johnson Society
i noon session.
matter of neighborhood pride.
Wednesday evening at vestry. Due to
this model greater value and utility. No compromise here.
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh had high total. The summary:
The Three Crows—Horrocks 547, j the absence of the pastor the regular
The sale of Maine highway and ters will meet Monday evening wall Cummings 585. Mason 551, total 1683
Thursday evening prayer service will
The Price $98.00 js jn effect only until material costs
bridge bonds last September Mrs. Anna Starrett.
Wall's Wonders—Jordan 480, Snow be omitted.
The Help One Another Circle,
brought $102.19. The highest bid
increase. When material prices do go up, the price of
• • • •
King's Daughters, will be entertainca j 561. Wall 520. total 1561.
received for the new million-dollar
High
School
Notes
this model will be increased. Kelvinator will not skimp
issue was only $95.61. Fluctuating j Monday evening by Mrs. Charlo*- WllI son.
Other senior class parts, according
I next week at her home on Washlngon
quality—on performance—will not substitute new
values!
to rank as assigned this week are: His
Mr. and Mrs S. F Haskell, Miss I ton street.
and untried models or parts just to meet a price. Your
Regular meeting of Canton Moli tory. Ernest Whitney; prophecy,
Marguerite Haskell, Oerald Brown
Thc recent baseball riot in Wash
satisfaction through the years means too much to us
Louise
Morong;
will,
Oeorge
Hall;
and Marshall White attended the neaux. Patriarchs Militant, 1.0 O F ,
ington may be taken as an indica
poem, Augusta Noyes. The class ode
musical service at the Baptist Church Monday evening.
to
have you take any such chance.
tion that the country is more than
i in Thomaston Sunday evening.
Ralph Merrill has returned from will be written by Lawrence Snow and
ordinarily interested in the national
Thc plav. "Where's Grandma?” Jamaica. W I., and opened his sum Solveig Heistad.
Let us show you this model—point by point—and we
sport.
The juniors are busy rehearsing
planned to be given thc evening of mer home on High street.
know you will agree that it is the greatest value in
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge and their class play, "Oh, Professor." which
The weather of thc past two days May b by the senior class of Warren
electric
refrigeration to-day. Easy terms — small down
Mt. Battie Lodge. I.O.O.F., will hold is being coached by Milford Payson.
has furnished conclusive proof High Schod has beer, postponed until
another get-together May 3. Supper
The State Health Nurse and Dr.
May.
12.
payment. Come in soon and take advantage of the
that it is altogether too early to
-----------------] at 6 o'clock followed by a .program of Hutchins of Camden were at thc high
take off banking brush, ar.d winter
PRESENT LOW PRICE!
school building Wednesday to give
CAMDEN
readings and musical numbers.
undies.
_____
1 Cecil Benson has returned to Med the anti-toxin test for d phtheria.
Mrs. Rcucl Robinson has returned ford, Mars., after a visit with rela Many of the pupils were Inoculated.
Daylight saving goes into effect
Thc boys are practicing basetail
from
Portland where she spent the tives in town.
tomorrow. One of the penalties of
Miss Emma Alden of Boston Is the regularly at the West street diamond
your overlooking the fact, might winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin F. Burkett guest of Miss Louise Codman at The under direction of Coaches Sydney
be tardiness at church.
Snow and Raymond Perkins.
have returned from a motor trip to Locusts.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Herrick have
Many of the high school students
David Beers, the Bangor woods Philadelphia.
I returned from Cocia, Fla., where they and practically all members of the
man charged with murder, has been
Harry Rogers has sold his farm at
1 spent the winter.
band and orchestra attended the
acquitted. What's in a name?
Melvin Heights and moved to Spruce j
Walter Smith concert ln Camden
-----------------Head where he will make his future
Mrs. Higgins and Mrs. Brown Friday evening.
“There isn't much to write about homeafter a quarrel were making up at
here," says our Nash Island Light
The annual meeting of the Half the ladies’ bar.
1835
1933
correspondent, "but every iittlc helps Hour Reading Club will be held rlth j "Well, Mrs. 'Iggins." said Mrs.
out our lovely paper, The Courier- Mrs. E. E. Boynton Monday at 3 Brown, "I bears yer no malice."
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
Waldoboro and Rockland
She raised1 her glass. “So 'ere's look
Oazette. We surely do enjoy it, as o'clock.
Highland*
Mrs. Flora Tabbutt will entertain in’ at yer' an' ’eaven knows that's a
we find in it lots of news wc would
Artistic Memorial* in Stone
the ladies of the Methodist society heffort!"—Answers (London),
never know otherwise.'

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Savings-Banks
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.

109-8-t

failed to score a down in the time
allotted to them, and the crowd did
not chum itself into a great heat
over it.
Bud Fisher refereed all of thc
boxing bouts.
____________

I

The M. P. who suggests that England wipe out her debt for nearly
four and a half billion dollars to the
United States with a payment of
$339,000,000 may be a Liberal, but
nobody's going to accuse him of
being a Prodigal —Macon Telegraph

How can the British tolerate that
awful dole? In ten years it has cost
The man with the past due mort
them almcst as much as our an gage believes the road to prosperity
nual pension bill.—Chico (Cal.) could be paved with good extensions.
—Brunswick Pilot.
Record.

UNTIL MATERIAL COSTS GO UP-7W/J
*i

FU LL -nziB
FUIL-/0H8S1®

installed in your home for

$

98

*N0 COMPROMISE ON SIZE, POWER OR PERFORMANCE

CENTR

POWE

------------------------------- I22S=£L

AINE
OMPANY

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 30—Daylight time begins.
May 1—Monthly meeting ot City Gov
ernment.
May I — Camden — Adelyn Bushnell
players ln "CodOsh Aristocracy" at the
opera house.
May 1—Annual May ball ot Veterans
of Foreign Wars at Rockland armory.
May 2 — Waldoboro — "Sketches In
Black and White." at M«|oiuak Ath
letic hall.
,
’
May 3 (League baseball)—Thomaston
High at Rockland.
May 5—Public minstrel show at the
State Prison.
May 5—Lincoln Baptist Association
meets at Morrill.
May 5 (3 to 9 30)—Annual meeting of
Woman's Educational Club ln Grand
Army hall.
May 12—Arbor Day .
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League In Bath.
May 15-17 — Annual CongregationalChristian Conference at Camden.
May TO—Annual roll call of Miriam
Rebekah Lodge.
May 18—Baptist Men's League ob
serves 25th anniversary.
May 20—Boy 8cout Council Jamboree
In Portland.
May 28—Opening to the public of
Montpelier ln Thomaston.
May 30—Memorial Day.
June 14—W. C. T. U. County Conven
tion at Methodist Church In Union.
June 14-15—Orand Army and allied
bodies meet ln Bangor.
June 24—St. John's Day
June 24—Outboard regatta at Jeffer
son.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
its world convention In Boston.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 29, 1933
Strand and Park Theatres will op
Claremont Commandery meeting
erate on daylight saving time. Monday night.
Starting Monday three shows daily—
Ten inmates were parolled from
2 p. m, 6.45 and 8.45 p. m.
the State Prison this week, leaving
The names of Mrs. Edna Melvin the present population 284,
and Miss Elizabeth Parmalee were I
-------omitted from the list of helpers for
Mlriam Rcl>ekah Lcxtee mecU at
the dinner served by Golden Rod the haI1 at 10 a m tomorrow to atChapter Monday night for the tend services al the Congregational
Church.
service clubs celebration.
Troop 2, Boy Scouts, will hike to
Oakland Park Monday afternoon,
leaving the church at 5.30 and re
turning about 8.30 p. m. Take meat
and potatoes to cook for supper and
pass second or first class cooking.
If stormy there will be a regular
meeting at 7 o'clock.

Mayor Richardson has been noti
fied by Gov. Brann that 18000 re
ceived from the Reconstruction
for April use.

Page Three
"DYNAMITE OF GOD"

^Imrrlips
SERMONETTE
Warnings

Evangelist Grimes Furnishes

Apt Illustration At Northend Revival

Services at Littlefield Memorial
Baptist Church continue to attract
much attention. The auditorium |
discuss "What will happen at Christ's
Thursday night was filled when'
return?" The happy prayer and
praise meeting will be held Tuesday Evangelist Homer Grimes preached a
evening at 7.15. The Rainbow Hour forceful message on "Divine Dyna
wlllb? broadcast over WIJ3Z Wednes mite," using as his text thc familiar
day evening from 6 45 to 7.15. There verse in Romans 1.16, which reads.
will be a baptism at the evening “I am not ashamed of the Oospel ot
service.
Christ for lt Ls the power 0; God unto
• • • •
“Lost Standards" will be the topic salvation to every one that belleveth."
of Rev. Grorge H. Welch's sermon at The evangelist explained that the
the Universalist Church at the 10 45 word "power," in the 16th verse ol
service.
The quartet will sing j the first chapter of Romans is in the
‘"Gloria," Buzzi-Peccia, and 'They Greek “Dunamos," or when translat
that trust In the Lord," Briggs. ed Into the English, "Dynamite." He
Church school will meet at noon, also said: "I need not tell you that dyna
Women's Class at the home of Mrs. mite is powerful. It is often used lor
E. F Glover; Intermediate Y.P.C.U. excavation purposes such as blowing
at 5 p m.. with Robert Miles as leader. up huge tree stumps, and blasting ot
A lecture on "Canonical Prophets" rock. A small hote drilled in a rock
will be given at 6.15 by Mr. Welch- packed with fuse and dynamite when
open to the public. The week's activi ignited and followed by an explosion
ties include Chapin Class Tuesday that place is never the same."
The evangelist went on to say that
evening at thc home of Mrs. A. S.
"when the power of God or the "dy
Peterson. Main street.
namite of Ood" explodes In the un
The L.TL. meets Monday after regenerated heart of man sin and all
school. All children who have that goes with it is blown out and the
signed the card are asked to be pres heart is left clean."
Carl Fredrickson, song leader for
ent to get their assignment of po
sition in the pageant to be given in thc special evangelistic mission, sang
a composition written by Evangelist
May.
Grimes, entitled “What Shall I Give
Thee, Master?" The chorus choir
THE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
under Mr. Fredrickson's direction sang
Ridge and Port Clyde Baptist
"The Touch of His Hand on Mine,"
assisted by Emily MacDonald at the
Services for Sunday, April 30:
piano
Visitors were present from Wiscas
Rev. Milton R. Kerr, pastor, wlU
preach at all services. Morning and set and on Friday night delegations
afternoon subject. “Stepping Toward attended from Bath and Thomaston.
Saturday evening Mr. Grimes will
Eternity.’’ Evening subject at the
Ridge. "The Psychology of Jesus and speak on "Jonah and the Whale.”
I Satan Contrasted.” Sunday school at
Evangelist Grimes will speak at
j the usual hours.
three services Sunday. At 3 p. m. the
Junior C. E at Port Clyde at 6 p m. evangelist will speak at a community
mass meeting ln the church. His sub
Midweek meetings as usual.
All services are to be on daylight ject will be "Jesus Christ the Victim
,tlmc ln accordance with the town and the Victor." He will also speak
Every°ne is cordlaI1y ^vltcd to at the morning service of worship and
at the popular evangelistic service be
** prcscnt'
ginning at 7.15 p. m. Services con
■ Tenant s Harbor and W iley Corner tinue nightly throughout next week.

Many times life's storms burst
upon us almost—as we so often
Those Sunday dinners of Donahue say — from a clear sky; but
fame which filled the main dining usually there are signs and por
room of Hotel Rockland in the old tents of impending trouble. Who
ever lives near a Federal station
days will be resumed tomorrow.
is familiar with the government
Attractions at Park Theatre next
The Red Cross well baby clinic pennants and lanterns as they
week; Monday and Tuesday. Boris will be held Monday from 2 to 4 are displayed, and all are ac
Karloff in “The Mummy;" Wednes p. m. at thc Red Cross rooms, 497 quainted with the mail-man's
day, Warren Williams in “The Mind Main street.
post cards; to which is now
Reader;" Thursday, Mary Brianadded the radio broadcasts.
The song of airplane motors wi'J
Ben Lyon in "Girl Missing;" Friday
Paul was a prisoner; exercising
and Saturday, Tim McCoy in "The be with us again next week, when his legal right, he had appealed
the Maine Air Transport, Inc., re to Caesar and was taken on
Man of Action.”
sumes its island service.
board ship at Adramytium.
Fifty-two members of the Boys
As they sailed toward Rome
WEATHER
An
extension
meeting
on
“
Good
, and Girls Service Club sat down to I
by the Island cf Crete, they
A dismal forenoon was brightened a meat ioaf dinner Wednesday fur-' Nu,rltlon P01- the Family" will be
passed Fair Havens and ran into
by Rideout's prediction that later nished by Edwin Libby Relief Corps held at Mountain View hall, Tuesday.
bad weather. Here Paul warned
there will be plenty of sunshine and The decorations were in the national at 10 30 daJ*‘«ht. Each meinber
the captain of impending danger,
warmer weather; also that tomorrow colors, complimenting the Corps may lnvtt€ a frlcnd who ls Interested.
but the centurion in charge be
will be fair. Barometer reading this The committee comprised Mrs
The newly elected president of the lieved the ship-owner and master.
morning 30.5 and rising; tempera Adelma Mullen. Mrs. Velma Marsh
Garden
Club. Miss Helen D. Perrv. For fourteen days and nights
ture 56 in Boston, here 47 at 8 o'clock, Mrs. Effie Walsh and Mrs. Eliza
! has called a meeting of the executive they labored on in a losing fight.
wina souuiweai. Those early birds piummer.
board for Wednesday afternoon at Our mariners know what such a
who were already observing daylight 1
2
30 at her home on North Main succession of gales mean. They
time yesterday morning found the
Thc annual meeting of the Knox
finally cast over four anchors
street.
ground covered with a heavy frost, County University of Maine Alumni
on a lee shore
and temperature in the shivery Association will be held Thursday
Thc Cadillac mountain road will
Here again they would have
twenties.
evening at the Copper Kettle. A be open to traffic the first of next cast themselves into the small
roast chicken dinner will be served week M k
of lhoie trlps which boats, but Paul said, "Except ye
The Sunshine Society meets Mon at 6.30, at 85 cents per plate Reser- you should not postpone an Instant,
abide in the ship ye cannot be
day afternoon at the club room.
vations must be arranged with Miss especially If the atmosphere is clear. saved." By his zeal 276 soldiers
Katherine Veazie not later than
_____
and sailors were rescued. Paul
Anderson Camp and Auxiliary were Wednesday noon. Charles Cross
The prison minstrel show will be said. "I believe God, it shall be as
supper guests of the Camden Auxili land, general alumni secretary, will held Friday night of next week, in
He told me."
ary last night.
be present, and the principal speak stead cf Thursday, as announced j
All through life we are warned
er for the occasion will be Dean Remember that it is public, and that by our God, the same God who
There will be a special matinee for p^, ck)lte of the
of Tech. the boys are trying to raise an ath
warned the Apostle. If we heed,
children Tuesday afternoon at nology.
letic fund.
we too shall be saved.
Strand Theatre showing "State
William A. Holman.
Fair.”
Before
Judge
Dwinal
yesterday
Five couples skated gracefully
------I around the Spanish Villa rink Nathan Berliawsky pleaded guilty to | Revival meetings at the Pentecostal
Clothing of all kinds is urgently I Thursday night, competing for the the eharge of soliciting orders for
Church will end with service tonight
needed by the city matron, especially favor Cf the many spectators. Mirio the delivery of slot gambling ma- and Sunday at 2 30 and 7 30, Evangelchildren's. It would be appreciated Ferrio and Mavis McMahon proved | chines, and was fined $100. County
If clothing could be left at Miss Cor an overwhelming first choice, wbilr Attorney Burrows lor the 8tatc; 1st David E. Grindle presiding. There
will be a baptism at 5 p. m. Sunday at
bett's office on Spring street, if pos- Oertrude Cotton and Charles Nyr Tirrell for the respondent.
Sandy Beach.
I The sermon subject Sunday at
stble'
I stood second on the list. Both of
-----• • • •
1 Tenant's Harbor in the morning and
these couples will compete with four! Thotnas Pietroski. a popular and
At 8t. Peter's Church (Episcopal), j Wiley Corner in the afternoon will be
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets olher
ln
finak next energetic local newsboy left yesterTuesday night, with circle supper Thun<,ay night
coup;e3 day for Washington. D. C, having Rev E O Kenyon, rector, the services “When Jesus Was Troubled;" special
for tomorrow will be appropriate for music at each church. Bible school
There will be degree work. Mrs. Liz- ,
nlght-s fcontcs, j earned a trip from the newspaper
the second Sunday after Easter: Holy ) meets at the usual time; Christian
tie French will be hostess at the were Mf and
Harry Rcbi_ by which he is employed President
Communion at 7.30; church school at Endeavor at 6.15, topic “Stories Jesus
card party which takes place in the shaw, Eva Burns and Clifford Allen. I Roosevelt may not meet him at the 930; Choral Eucharist and sermon at) Told,” Miss Agnes Sivewright leader.
afternoon at 2.30.
and Hattie Heath and W. S Pettce. ' ***■ « h€
thal New En«land 1030
Following the 7 o'clock song service
------l
_____
fishermen's delegation, but the
•
•
•
•
I
the pastor will speak on "The IndisAmong those who have just re- , An unusua] line-up of pictures is! chances arc that Tom will run into
Tomorrow's services at the Mcth- , penrable Book." Services on daylight
ceived high honors at Hebron Acade- booked for Strand Theatre next Franklin.
odist Church will be: 10.30, sermon time. Annual parish meeting in the
my (indicating an average grade of
Monday and Tuesday, "State
------subject, "Highways and Hedges; ' [ Harbor Church Monday at 7 p. m,
90 per cent or better) is a Knox
••
Janet Gaynor, Will
The Alumni team defeated RockSunday school at noon; Epworth
County student. Lawrence Robbins ^^5
Ayres and sally Euers land High 11 to 1 in a practice game ,
^Vo'clrck
7 15*Iubj'eCj
Long Cove
of Union.
I ts a few of the stars that head the | at Community Park yesterday a bat- , ..indifference
The Seth Parker
tlM; Wednesday and Thursday. Jest early in the game bringmg j “
St. George's Church (Episcopal,.
- Oeorge Arils, in "The King's Vaca- about this result. Ellis and Paia‘ * «rvl^
Mrs. Lizzie French and Mrs. Car
tot
;
.na
c.t..rA.v
dino
were
on
the
slab
for
the
school.
' •...
; ice for tomorrow will be appropriate
rie House will be housekeepers for j
Friday and Saturday, the I dlno wer*
thc
school
• • .8
for the Secnd Sunday after Easter;
circle supper at the meeting of Ruth comcdy
Au Night." with Slim whlle “Chummy" Gray and John
The Odd Fellows and affiliated or
Mayhew Tent, Monday. An observ- gummerviUe and z&zu pjUs other Flanagan, former school heroes hove ders will be guests of the Congrega vespers and sermon at 7 p. m. day
light time.
ance of Mothers Day will be made, big pictures coming soon to this the em across for the “Old Grads."
tional Church at the regular service
each member presenting a suitable atre include “Forty Second Street,"
tomorrow morning. Mr Rounds will
BORN
quotation. The mystery will be pro "King Kong," "White Sister," and
Rockland Twilight League fans preach on the subject "David and seiioar At Union " April 26. to Mr.
will hold a baseball meeting within Jonathan.'' Sunday school at noon
vided by Mrs. Carrie Brown.
p»tricfr Lcan*rt s*’“s,r' * '’auRtiwr,
"Gabriel Over thc White House."
a few days, and the most import The Comrades of the Way will meet
—--------------Thc Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Miss Helen Fuller was in charge ant question to be settled is thc se in the vestry at 6.30 o'clock.
MARRIED
Veterans will have a card party of the lesson at the meeting of thc lection of a manager. The Courier• • • •
TOLMAN - HAMMOND — At Rockport.
April 27. by Rev F F. Fowle. Earl
Wednesday afternoon at Grand Speech Readers Club Thursday. Mrs. Gazette nominates for that position
At First Church Of Christ. Scien- I Tolman of West Rockport and Miss
„„__~
.
Frances Hammond of Rockland
Army hall, with Mrs. Mae Reed in N. L. Witham was appointed to take Frank B. Allen, one of the* city's tist. corner
of Cedar and Brewster
___________ ««vaiana.
charge. Circle supper at 6 will be Charge of the meeting of next most ardent sportsman, who stands
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
DIED
in charge of Mrs. Veima Marsh and Thursday, when several of the mem- j four-square to all the winds that
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser- sl'KB'ORTH -At Pa,em,o. April 28
Mrs. Mary Jordan. At the evening bers will be in Portland to attend blow.
.
mon tomorrow will be "Everlasting
Nancy Anna, widow of Augustus J
Sukeforth. aged 84 years. 3 months
meeting there will be a rehearsal for the State lip reading tournament'
------Punishment." Sunday School is at
Funeral Monday at 2 o'clock.
The Sketch Club Players will pre 11.45.
inspection.
which will feature a two-day pro
Wednesday evening testi DUNCAN Drowned at Andrews Island
sent
“
Sketches
in
Black
and
White"
April 27, Simeon A Duncan, aged 66
gram in observance of National Hard
mony meeting is at 7.30. The read
years. 6 months, 15 days Funeral at
The teacher training class which of Hearing Week iMay l-8>. Rep at Medomak Athletic half, Waldoboro,
Masonic
Temple Sunday at 2 o'clock.
ing rcom is located at 400 Main
has t—en carried on at Hope Corner resentatives from Rockland enter next Tuesday night The entertain
Drowned Bt Andrews Island.
street, and is open week days from SPRAOUBApril 27. Charles Whitney Sprague,
during the winter, under the direc ing will be Mrs. J. C. Hill and Mrs. ment will be presented in two acts ol 2 until 5 p. m.
aged 40 years, 5 months. 4 days Fu
neral Sunday at the Burpee parlors at
tion of Miss Margaret McKnight, F. F. Brown. A banquet will be 15 numbers each with Mary Stafford,
3 o'clock.
will furnish four teachers for the given at the Columbia Hotel Wed- Herbert Hatch. H. A. Donkersley,
Evangelists Grimes and Fredrick- hills-At Oakland. Calif.. April —.
Austin H Hills, a native of RockSunday school which will open for nesday. Thursday morning a round Margaret Winslow. Alfred Chapman son will have charge of all the serv
land, aged 82 years
the summer season Sunday, April 30. table will be conducted, with Mrs. and Sonia Corner as guest artists. ices at Littlefield Memorial Church THIBODEAU — At Portland. April 23
Philip J Thibodeau of Cape Elizabeth
at 12.30 daylight, meetings to be held Marguerite MacAlman and Mrs. The chorus girls will be Arlene An- On Saturday night Mr. Grimes will
and native of Salmon River, Nova
in the schoolhouse at present.
Brown presenting papers. In the Person. Geraldine Porter. Jane Ryder speak on “Jonah and the whale."
Scotia, aged 50 years. 4 months.
afternoon the visitors will be guests and Lucille Caldwell. Seems like Sunday at 10.30 his subject will be
IN MEMORIAM
Dr. Benjamin H. Keller who has at the annual meeting of the Port Waldoboro folks were in for a happy "The spiritual triangle." Mr. Fred
In loving memory* of Fred Walsh. Sr.
who passed awav Aorll 29. 1932.
been at Knox Hospital following a land club. Other Rockland attend evening.
rickson will sing a solo and the choir
Out ln Achorn cemetery.
fall at the home of a patient in Ap ants will be Miss Helen Carr and
Where thc flowers gently wave.
will sing the anthem "The songs ln
Miss Ellen C. Da:y, superintend thc night." Herman von Berg. Junior
Lies the one wc love so dearly
pleton was able to return home early Mrs. Frank Hewett.
In hla lonely, silent grave.
ent of Knox Hospital, will attend church and Sunday school will be held
in the week. He is now in Oakland,
He will never be forgotten.
Truth aids fiction ln "State Fiftr," I the convention of New England at the usual time. At 3 p. m. there
convalescing at the home of his sis
Never will his memory fade;
Tender thoughts will always linger
ter, Mrs. Clarence Simmons, who the great all-star picture which \ Division American Nurses Associa- will be a mass meeting. Mr Grimes
Around the grave where he Is laid.
with her husband. Dr. Simmons, comes to Strand Theatre Monday i Hon *n Manchester. N H.. Monday, topic being “Jesus Christ, the victim •
His wife and family.
and son Raymond, motored to and Tuesday. The story concerns Tuesday and Wednesday. Miss Daly or the victor.” Young people's meet
C ARD OF THANKS
the loves and adventures of (our is first vice president ol the division, ing at 6.15 will be led by Carl Fred
Thomaston for him Tuesday.
We wish to express through the colTUTr PVfxdrinVcnn win
umna of The Courier-Gazette our heartmembers of a farm family at a Mid- and will preside at the meeting of rinlrcnn
riclcson. Mr Fredrickson will conduct
appreciation of the generous «ymBernes O. Norton of Belfast, for west state fair, and Stong is inti- j Monday at 7.45 p. m. and at the ban- a big sing at 7 o’clock lasting till 7.15 i P»lhy and many kindly acts accorded
...
.
.....
•
os
In
our recent bereavement by friends
mer warden oO the State Prison, mately acquainted with his charac- quet on Tuesday at 7 p. m. In the when the evening service Will begin, j in Rockland.
Vinalhaven and elsewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Kossuth.
who has been located on the Atlan ters and locale. He was raised In a five-minute reports of State presi- Mr. Grimes will preach on “The one
Vinalhaven, April 28.
tic Highway opposite the Windsor rural community such as he de- I dents, Mrs. Theresa Anderson will and only way.” The evangelists will,
Hotel, has leased the large lot of land scribes in his book and as a news- ! give that of Maine. Mrs. Anderson hold a service every evening next
on Main street at the corner ol paper reporter "covered” many state will also preside in thc group meet- week.
Cross street, together with the two fairs With one exception, thc char- I ing of thc League of Nursing Edu—AT—
stables on the place, formerly occu afefcers played by Janet Gaynor. Will ’ cation Tuesday morning. Among ! “A message for the day," will be
pied by W. W. Blazo & Son. He Rogers, Lew Ayres, Sally Ellers, many eminent speakers will be j thc subject of the sermon at the
plans to move his business there Norman Foster, Frank Craven, Harry O. Chcsley, M.D., president, First Baptist Church Sunday morn-,
Anybody wishing nice Black
early in May. and has already com Louise Dresser and Victor Jory are New Hampshire Medical Society; Ing. Thc choir will sing “Our shep Ix>am at Very Reasonable Prices
menced tearing down one of the fictional but they represent authen Sophie Nelson, president National herd ls the living God," Cheycr, and may secure same by applying at
buildings. The property will be tic types. The exception is the coun Organization of Public Health the trio. “Our shepherd," Smith. The |
ROCKLAND
greatly Improved, with an attractive try storekeeper portrayed by Craven Nursing and Director of the Ameri church school will meet at the noon
COUNTRY CLUB
station building to be erected' by the That storekeeper in real life ls E. L. can Nurses’ Association; Charlotte hour. The Christian Endeavorers will I MAVERICK ST.,
ROCKLAND
Stong, the author's uncle and the Heilman of the American Red hold their service at 6 o’clock. The !
Pan-Am Company.
50-51
people's evening service will open at I
------------------' j proprietor of a rural general mer- Cross; Sally Johnson, principal
Before you go to bed tonight set chandising establishment. Some of Nursing School of the Massachusetts 7.15 with the prelude ard the big sing
your timepieces ahead one hour, the scenes are said' to have been Oeneral Hospital; and Claribel assisted by the organ and piano. The
Daylight saving time begins Sunday, "shot" at Topsham Fair.
Wheeler, secretary National League choir will sing "The Lord of glory Is
my light," Gounod, and the quartet,
-----------------!
-----------------\ of Nursing Education.
Don't forget Monday night's big
____________
i “Jesus the light of the world," Grimes. |
If cutting down your automobile in
Education pays everybody but the Mr. MacDonald/ will give the third
surance ls of Interest to you, phone May Ball at the Armory hall. Old
Thomas (Ont.) sermon in his series on the “Trium
1060-J; Maurice F. lovejoy. Masonic nnd new donees. Ticket.1! 25 cents educators. — St
and 35 cents.—adv.
! Times-Journal.
phant return of Christ," when he will
Temple, Rockland,
27-8-tf

Nice Black Loam

Reasonable Prices

The Courier-Gazette

•BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY*

The World’s Most Sensational

Electric Refrigerator Value

’3350
Terms of $20 first payment,
then ten monthly payments of
$9.00.
This beautiful guaranteed re
frigerator is the sensation of
1933 And it Ls a BIG roomy
case in while porcelain finish.
Here is the greatest value ever
offered for it is big and has
every feature.

WARDROBE
SPECIAL
ui

Th,

CEDAR WARDROBE

SENSATION with the patented
CEOAR1ZER that kitts moths

n 00
The picture shows this nrw
novelty, 5 fl. high x 20 in. x
15 in. Made of heavy press
board.

BURPEE’S

Furniture Polish
Made by this firm for many
years

30c and 50c
BURPEE
FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

We have been reading a chapter on
sanitation in an up-to-the-minute
doctor book, and find these Instruc
tions:
"You should never kiss a member
of your family without having first
thoroughly washed your hands and

Holds 4 coats ondi10 dresses
without crowding.

Notice

face,"

This presents quite « problem to
the business man, but it might be
solved ln this manner:
He should carry a small collapsible
wa hpan in his hip-pocket; and in
his vest-pocket, a bottle of liquid soap
end small thermos bottle of hot wa
ter. The minute he opens the front
doer of his home in the evening and
tecs wife approaching with smile on
face, he should jerk out the collapsible
pan, liquid soap and thermos bottle,
and begin the operation.
By the time he has completely put
the germs to rout, his wife has be
come discouraged and gone back Into
kitchen . . . and he won't have to
kiss her.
Moral: “It's an ill wind that blows
nebody good."—Letter in thc Kansas
City Star.

To the I axpayers of the City of Rockland

By order of the City Council, interest will

be paid on 1933 taxes, if paid in advance,

at the rate of five per cent from date of
payment to August I, 1933.

T, E. McINNIS.
Tax Collector

41-51

France could stop a flood ol
criticism by saying to American edi
tors: "Let him who has paid all his
debts cast the first stone."—South
ern Lumberman.

COMING
To End

RUPTURE
Troubles
Representatives of W S. Rice. Adams.
N Y originator of the Rice Method
for the self treatment of rupture at
home, will be at the Hotel Rockland.
Rockland. Me , Tuesday. May 2. to give
a personal and free trial of hl* method
to all sufferers who want to end rupture
trouble and truss wearing.
No matter how bad the Rupture, how
long you have had lt. or how hard to
hold; no matter how many kinds ol
trusses you have worn, let nothing pre
vent you from getting this FREE
TRIAL
Whether you are tall and
thin, short and stout, have a large ab
domen. whether you think you are past
help or have a rupture as large as your
flats, this marvelous Method will so con
trol and keep lt up Inside as to surprise
you It will so restore the parts where
the rupture comes through that soon
you will be as free to work at any oc
cupation as though you had never been
ruptured.
The trial will be absolutely complete
and thorough without n penny of cost.
You owe it to your own personal com
fort and safety not to miss the great
free demonstration. It is a real oppor
tunity to learn how you may be done
with chafing trusses and the danger,
suffering and trouble your rupture has
caused.
The hours are 1ft to 12 a. m., 2 to 5
p. m. and evenings 7 to 8. Remember
the dates and place, Hotel Rockland,
Rockland, M.
50-52

Distinctive Stationery
FOR MEN AND WOMEN

DAILY MOTOR TRIPS TO
PORTLAND
TEL. 180-M
All Goods Insured
41*lt

1

Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
paper must be exactly thc same.
Printed ln black or blue ink Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
envelopes to match $1.00. Student's size
150 sheets and 100
envelopes to match, $1.00
Monarch size, a man's size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
7(4x10',» and 100 envelopes 3%x7'A plain white bond paper only, $1 50
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
order, please, cither by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

TRAVEL THE WHITE LINE WAY

-

-

-

Bus Service To Boston
New York and Providence

—Pierce Arrow Cars—

LEWISTON

U. AND G.
MOTOR EXPRESS

$

THE WHITE LINE, Inc.

MAINE
Low Rates To
Warren—Waldoboro—Winslow Mills—Jefferson—Coopers Mills
Windsor Corner —Tog us—Augusta

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 29, 1933

Page Four
AN IDEAL FOOD

Diadem Bandeaux the Latest
Mode Among New York Women

WALDOBORO

COURIER-GAZETTETCROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Mr. and Mrs E. R. Hunnewell of I
North Anson have been passing a lew 1
All the Very Necessary
days with Miss Bessie Reed.
Mrs. Charles Dutton, Miss Jane J
Z 3
6 7
1
4 L
8 9 IO li
5
Elements
; Dutton of Revere, Mass., and Harold I
IM
li
13
Winter has gone. Spring is here
and Charles Caswell of Lynn are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Crowell. !
and with it starts the season of in
1 16
15
17
18
Addison Winchenbach of Franklin, j
creased exercise and activity. We
p
w ii 22
Mass . has been the guest of hls niece.
20
J
19
change the weight of our clothing, the
Mrs. A. E. Boggs, and is now at hls
k
turniture in our houses and tt is just
23
23
summer home, Dutch Neck.
as important that we change our
Twenty-five members and four
Zb
27
26
diets.
guests of the Sunny-Side-Up 4-H
But it is also imperative that we
Club enjoyed a meeting Tuesday alt32 ii
31
29 30
i substitute the kind of lood tliat will
! ernoon. A program was presented by
' supply the calories, plot?ins and vita
: the members; sandwiches, cake and
35
mins adequate to our increased physi1 coffee were served.
36
1 cal exertions. Every housewife is
MO Ml
M2
38 39
Mr. and Mrs Earl Rines of Wiscas
faced with the problem of obtaining
set have been guests of Mrs Rines'
J vi
MS’
M6
these necessary requirements al
i father. Pearl Whitehouse.
though many of them who have seriMrs. Cassie Simmons has returned
1
51
52
50
46 99
ENJOY THE COSTLIER j cusly considered the nutritional
from Thomaston where she has been
VYV
values of food have become confused
59
employed as a nurse.
53
55
56
TOBACCOS IN CAMELS
57
58
with the various fads that have come ’
Vernon Achorn was at Winfield
60 61
63
59
and gone.
62
Davis' for the weekend and on his re
NORTH HAVEN
VINALHAVEN
First there was the energy age when
turn to Thomaston was accompanied
J r 65
69
66
calories were the rage. The period in !
by Mrs Achorn and Miss Esther, who
Sunday services: Worship at U
Regular meeting of Marguerite
EW
York
women
with
a
flair
tor
new
hair-revealing
bats,
and
1*
aid
which quantity and quality of pro- ! N
I
have
been
visiting
here.
68
69
Chapter. OES., will be held Mon o'clock with sermon by the pastor, teins were studied, came and went.
67
the most attractive develop- ed in its tailored effect by the bauFloyd Benner is having a week's
nv-nts In hair dressing have ac deau which also accentuates tbe
day night. After the ceremonies an subject, "Prayer: What it is and Next, the mineral elements of foods
vacation from his duties at the postcepted the new mode for the dia straight - back - from - the - forehead
entertainment "Plantation Scene and what it does for us;" church school occupied the limelight and then came
' HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
office. His place ls being taken by
dem-like bandeau with enthusiasm lines.
Darkey Jubilee" will be presented at 10; young people's meeting at j the spectacular and better advertised
1-Not occupied
50-Valley
20-Long grass stem
To the right, ls shown the method ’ Otis Ellis.
with a result that this hair ornaMembers are requested to take a filled 6.30; evening service at 7.30. with discoveries in the vitamin field.
5-Head covering
53-To Injure severely 22-Egyptian river
meut is being seen more and more of using the bandeau to give a 1 At the regular meeting of Good j
56-To make smaller
8-Money
24- A measure of length
Maybasket. The committee is Cora illustrated address. Always there's
at functions w here the charm of a touch of romance to a coif which
Now fortunately, we are entering a
Luck Rebekah Lodge Tuesday evening
59-Llne the roof of
25- Deep hole
12-River in France
Peterson, Madeline Smith and Alex a message of importance adapted to saner and more important period in
simple sophistication in the coif shows a part oo tbe left side but 1 the Orand Warden will be guest.
13- Metric land measure 60-Water in form of 26- A Greek fabulist
whose
outlines
are
softened
and
the
times
and
our
special
needs,
a
fure
is
sought
for.
Christie.
14- Part of the stomach
vapor
28- To one side
which all of the valuable findings of
I Mystic Lodge of Warren will conter
In connection with the use of the held permanently
of a ruminant used 63-Native of Denmark 29- Mineral spring
A dance will be held Saturday night message of faith, of comfort, of tach ol these periods are being corThese
new
bandeaux
wlll,
no
degrees.
bandeau which holds the hair so
64- To add
30- Tablet
aa food
related, balanced and consolidated.
in Memorial hall. Staff's orchestra hope and of strength.
neatly and sits tn the hair like doubt be the lage this summer
32- Before
65- An Inaect
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Jackson gave an
15- A metal
with Neil Calderwood.
North Haven friends of Mr. and
A combination of all of these neces66- Seala with wax
33- Sorrowful
a crown, a new pretzel curl coif- for the outof-doora girl as well, ' enjoyable bridge party at their home
16- Naval station in
37- Shakes
67- Snarea
France
fure has been originated by Dumas, holding her hair neatly back from j Tuesday evening for the benefit of
The 114th anniversary of Odd Fel Mrs. Charles H Knight and family ‘-ary elements so vital in the build
38- The nostrils
18- A Hebrew month 68- American poet
the New York hairdreseer, the ctr- the forehead and at the same time
lowship in America was observed are sorry to learn the discontinu ing of healthy bodies is to be found
Meenahga Grange.
39- Said to a horse
19- Feminine of tenor 69-1 meet eggs
cular plastic curls being arranged giving her a valued appearance of
Tuesday night by Ocean Bound Re ance of the Hendrick Head Light. in only one cereal grain, and that is
40- A college degree
21-Thote who bring
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Swansen who
on the side and at the back of the youth and girlish attractiveness,
(abbr.)
something to an
bekah Lodge entertaining the Odd The best wishes of the community.! wj,cp. wheat. That is the reason whyVERTICAL
head, while the bandeau holds the Wherever the wind blows, as tn the 1 have been guests of Fred Jackson,
41- Kingdom
end
Fellows.
The program included: are for Mr. Knight's re-appointm<nt j hootcwives, more ,«nd more are using
e*v|f sleekly tn place on top.
motor, on the lakes, in the mounhave returned to Waltham, Mass.
42- Pottery center of
23-A fur-bearing animal
j shredded Wheat, which contains all
Saxophone solo. Flavilla Arey; dance at some equally desirably station.
• he picture at the left shows thia tains, or a yachting, the practicalThe annual meeting of the Baptist J 25-A bucket
1- Prlncipal Egyptian
Europe
lty
as
well
as
style
charm
of
the
Work under the direction of Rod-1 of the elements of whole wheat in
ngheron the-head-curl arrangement
47-View
goddeaa
drill with balloons, dance of moon
Church will be held Monday evening, i 26- A beverage
49-lnterjectlon
which ta regarded as exceedingly new mode ts golug to be apparent
2- Venturea
27- Gratty meadow
beams with rising of moon, Beulah ney Hunt is under way on the W«ld ready cooked form, not only for
preceded by a supper and roll call.
3- Divlng water-bird 51-The (Fr.)
29-Moved rapidly
smart, either with or without the this summer.
Oillchrist, Gertrude Vinal, Alice Ray estate.
' breakfast food but as the baSis for
Mrs. ^Nellie B. Wallace who has
52- Dogma
4- To make noble
31-Locka of hair
An honorary society of Pembroke ' entrees and other important luncheon
mond, Faye Coburn, Rita Greenlaw,
53- Scrutinize
5- Wheeled vehicle
34- A dance
1 been visiting Mrs Ralph Morse, has
6- Greek god of war 54- Are not (Contr.)
35- A boy's name
Dorothy Cassie, Hazel’ 'Roberts, Gert College is made up of the heads ol . and dinner dishes.
APPLETON RIDGE
EAST UNION
returned to South Waldoboro.
55- City in Nevada
7- Foot-llke organ
36- Worthipping
rude Sellers, with Hazel Dyer as the the "twe;ve student organizations
Harold Parsons of Milton, Mass.,
8-An infant's bed (pi.) 57-A long scarf worn
40-Goaded
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Davis of Port
Schools were in session last Satur“I suppose you will miss your boymoon and Blanche Kittredge soloist; As president of Miller Hall. Marjorie
9-Mllltary assistant
by Hindu women
has been passing a few days with his
43- Father (Short)
Clyde were recent callers at the home day to make up a day.
58-Suffix used to form
duet, "Echo In the Valley," Gertrude Huse is a member of the society. A while he is at college?"
44- Of age (Lat., abbr.) 10-Boxe*
sister, Mrs. Ronald Somes.
abstract noun*
45- Pronoun
11-Pronoun
Vinal and Beulah Gillchrest; larce group picture recently appeared tn
“Yep," replied Farmer Corntassel, of C. E Wellman
Mrs. Hazle Perry and daughter
Germania Lodge. I OOF., will ob61- Strike lightly
46- Mutical note
16-Sheep cry
Mrs. C M Payson has returned were weekend guests of her sister. serve Anniversary Sunday at their
"The Bargain Counter." Cora PeterProvidence Journal
"I dunno what I'll do without him.
62-Corroded
48-Rent
j17-Chineee plant
son. Hazel Roberts. Elva Teele, Violet ‘
He got the live stock so they won't from a visit of several weeks at the Mrs olive Cargill and family In War- halI at 230.. Orand Master Rev I
Baum. Eleanor Conway ; solo. Blanche
A ™>ve U
foot
pl°w and move unless he gives 'em the college home of her son Merton, f
(Solution
to Previous Puzzle)
ren..
Melvin Hutchins of Searsport will
Mrs.
Jennie
Payson
and
Mrs.
May
Kittredge; closing number, patriotic planl a communit>- «arden
yell, an' I can't remember it."—The
Mr. and Mrs Stanley Meservey of conduct the services. Officers ano
ST. GEORGE
pantomime. "America." Gertrude Vi- I ‘"'erested in this venture is asked to .
Rotbins were in South Union MonCamden were visitors one day last members of Good Luck Rebekah Lodge
_____
nal with Blanche Kittredge soloist. conIfr at °n<* ’lth Herman Crock’
i day calling on friends
week at M. M Brown's
are invited to attend.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Elwell ano
Mrs. Grassow has returned to her
Lunch was served at the close of Ute ett.
Mrs. Oeorge Brown and daughter daughter Beatrice were recent visltCongratulations to Mr. and Mrs
OUR I UN IOR PUZZLE home in Hope after a visit with her
entertainment. Mrs Addie Bucklin
Tuesday morning Mr and Mrs. O
Norman Thistle iRoena E. Brown) of of Roxbury, Mass., is visiting her par- ' ors at Mr. and Mrs. A. 8. Leonard's.
daughter Mrs Roland Payson.
was chairman of the committee.
D Lermond returned to thetr North
1 '. ,ae
Searsport, who were recently married ents Mr and Mrs Osborne Welt.
Mrs Conway of Long Cove recently
• • • •
Dr. Leroy Oross who was called | Haven home after spending the
* .4'
•*
«
Mr. and Mrs Frank Morse and
T E Stenger of Philadelphia is at . visited Mr and Mrs. Solberg,
Enroute •
Mrs. Addie Tarbox
here by the death of his father. D A winter at Sarasota. Fla
daughter were guests last Saturday at his home here
Calvin Bragg Qf Orff.s Con)W was
they
spent
a
few
days
in
Rockland
Mrs
Addie
Tartox. 80. widow ot Austln Towles.
Oross, has returned to Tenant's Har
Fred Turner of Portland has been a
Qf Mr and Mrs A 8
with their daughter Mrs Carrie
bor.
Frank Tarbox formerly of Florida.
Mlss Ruth olney
Miss Barbara at the home of his uncle. Dr. T. F Leonard
Nichols.
Mrs. Mary Daniels returned to
died April 20 at the home tof her Bryant were weekend guests at L. N. Turner.
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HEALTHFUL LIVING
"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure”—
literally this ancient proverb is true TODAY. The aver
age family spends for CURES about sixteen times what
it should spend for PREVENTION.
■ Periodical Physical Examination is gaining approval
rapidly so far as the schools and children are concerned.
BUT physical examination is the EXCEPTION rather
than the rule, for ADULTS.

Periodical medical examination discloses defects or con
ditions needing attention in one out of every four persons,
and at least HALF of these are readily preventablel
Our chances of life can be increased 25 per cent and
more by yearly examinations and by following the ad
vice of a competent physician.

REMEMBER, our doctor would sooner help us KEEP
WELL than try to cure us when we are sick.
If we treated our bodies as well as our cars, the health,
prosperity and happiness of our community would be
pyramided.
We must remember that cities made up of healthy
citizens are PROSPEROUS CITIES. Our community
wealth is dependent on personal health.
LET’S ALL LEAD HEALTHY, HAPPY LIVES

I:
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At The High School

JAP OFFICER TELLS
OF HEROIC EXPLOIT

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in cither of '
Qie estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.1
In and for the County of Knox, on thc i
18th day of April In the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
thirty-three and by adjournment from
day to day from the 18th day of said
April the following matters having been
presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated tt ls hereby Or
dered :
That notice thereof be given to all per-i
sons Interested, by causing a copy of thb
order to be published three weeks sue- I
cesslvely ln The Courler-Oazette. a
newspaper published at Rockland ln
said County that they may appear at
Probate Court to be held at said Rock- [
land, on the 16th day of May A D. 1933
at eight o'clock ln the forenoon, and
be heard thereon If they see cause.
JAMES LOGAN, late 'of Worcester.
Mass, deceased
Exemplified copy of
Will and Probate thereof together with
Petition for Probate of Foreign Will,
asking that the copy of said Will may
be allowed, filed and recorded ln the
Probate Court of Knox County, and that
letters Testamentary be Issued to Ed
win G Norman and Donald B Logan,
both of Worcester. Mass without bond
EMMA P FROHOCK. late of Rock
land deceased. Wlll and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to William
D Talbot, of Rockland, he being the
Executor named In said Will, without
bond.
BENJAMIN C. PERRY, late of Rock- |
and deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Edward
Payson of Rorkland. he being the
Executor named tn said Will, without
bond
OLIE P FREEMAN, otherwise known
1 OLIE M FREEMAN late of Rockand. deceased. Wlll and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to William
Freeman of Cranberry Isles, he being
the Executor named In said Wlll. with
out bond
ELLEN DUNCAN, late of Rorklsnd. de
ceased Wlll and Petition for Probate
thereol. asking that the same mav be
proved and allowed, and that Letters of
Administration with the WIU Annexed
be Issued to Isabel Hull of Rockland, or
some other suitable person, with bond.
FLORA M WISE late of Rockland,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same may
be proved and allowed, and that Let
ters of Administration with the Will
Annexed be Issued to Fred C. Black, of
Rockland, or some other suitable per
son. with bond
ESTATE KATE S GREEN, late of
South Thomaston, deceased
Petition
for Administration, asking that Oeorge
Green of South Thomaston and Charles
I Emery of Rockland or some other
ultahle persons be appointed Admrs.
without bond
ESTATE MINNIE A TURNER late of
Washington, deceased
Petition for
Administration, asking that H Linwood
Turner of Washington, or some other
suitable person be appointed Admr..
with bond
ESTATE W SCOTT YOUNG, late of
Matinicus Isle Plantation, deceased.
Petition for Administration, a'king that
Marian A Young of Matinicus Isle ’
Plantation, or some other suitable per
son be appointed Admx without bond.
ESTATE BERT L. STFVENS. late of
Cushing, deceased
Petition for Allow
ance presented by Edith M. Stevens, of
Cushing, widow
ESTATE FLORA C HUSSEY, late of
Rockport, deceased. Petition for License
Sell certain Real Estate situated lu
Rockport, and fully described ln said
Petition, presented by Charles T
Smalley of Rockland Exr
ESTATE VEl.TINA ULMER late cf
Thomaston.
deceased
Petition for
Confirmation of Trustee asking that
Grace E Fisk of. Rockport, be conftrmed
Trustee of thc Estate given ln Trust
tor the use and benefit of Lottie F
Patrldge of Rockport
Presented by
Grace E Fisk of Rockport
ESTATE ISAAC E STARRETT late ol
Union, deceased
Petition for Admin
istration. asking that Charlotte S
Hawes of Union, or some other suitable
aerson be appointed Admx. wtthout
bond.
ESTATE JAMES HERBERT PRESCOTT
ate of Washington, deceased Pef’lon
tor Administration, asking that Lettie
M Prescott ol Washington, or some
other suitable person be appointed
Admx wtthout bond.
ESTATE ARTHUR B PACKARD late
of Rockport, deceased
Petition fdf
Administration, asking that Mattle B
Packard of Rockport, or some other
sultable person bc appointed Admx.
with bond.
ESTATE ELLIS A HURD, late of
Friendship, deceased. Petition to De
termine Inheritance Tax presented by
Gladys Fletcher ol Friendship. Exx
ESTATE ELLIS A HURD late of
Friendship, deceased
First and Ftnal
Account presented for allowance by
Gladys Fletcher of Friendship. Exx.
Witness. MELZER T CRAWFORD Es
quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. Rockland. Maine
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
51-S-57

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Borneman
Albert Gould, Jr., Is leaving lor
Boston today. He will return Sunday entertained a few friends last Sat
(By the Pupils)
I
bringing his mother, Mrs. Albert T. urday evening. Those present were
Oould, and her housemaid who are Mr. and Mrs. Percy Miller, Mr. and
Three Men Act as “Hum&n
Even the appearance of snowflake*
coming to put their summer home on Mrs. John Rines and daughter
Bombs” to Clear Way.
Madaline. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mc on Thursday can't quite kill the joy
Main street in order for the season.
of feeling that the school year has
Intyre,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reginald
Richard E. Dunn. Maynard Went
New York.—Duplicating by their
long mne!
sacrifice the heroism of Japanese
worth and Edward O'B. Burgess of Monahan. Mr. and Mrs. Lester come to the last
• • • •
soldiers in the Russo-Japanese war
Arcana Lodge. K. of P . attended the Mank, Raymond Simmons, Edward
Junior English, fourth period divi and so addin? to the military pres
meeting of Peter Woodman Lodge tn I Coombs. Urban Borneman. Mm
Lynn. Mass, Thursday night.
J Dorothy Skillins of Portland. Miss sion, held a very interesting debate tige of the Land of the Rising Sun,
Friday on the question. Resolved: that three privates In the Kurume di
Thc Baptist Mission Circle will meet Barbara Achorn of Thomaston, and the proposed 30-hour week for labor vision became the most talked of
next Tuesday afternoon at 2 with Ml* F1°yd Rlncs <>f Waterville. The eve
members of the entire army a year
ning was passed at cards and re should be adopted by Congress. The ago during the Shanghai offensive
Harriet Levensaler.
freshments were served at 10.30. affirmative team. Beryl Borgerson, when, as "human bombs,” they
Mrs. Warren Knights is supplying
,
. ...
.
c>o Mrs. McIntyre was presented with .1 Esther Chapman and Hazel Vasso led cleared the way for an Infantry at
the place of Miss Lucy Kalloch. steH
the contest against the negative. Oon- tack of the flrst tactical Importance.
r .
j . . .
n.rk
nographer and typist for Aaron Clark. ( cake in honor of her birthday,
stanee
Snow. Hulda Smith, and Ruth 1 The details of their exploit are
t, ... „ .... .
Un<_,
Miss Barbara Achorn of Thomaswhile Miss Kalloch is at Knox Hospi- I
, , ,
Gregory. An interesting side feature chronicled for Occidental readers
i ton has been visiting her uncle.
tai recovering from an operation for
was the exhibition of material and la “Japan Today and Tomorrow.”
Leslie Borneman. the past week.
The Incident took place ln the
appendicitis.
a personal letter which Miss Borger early morning hours of February
Ralph
Flanders
of
Portland
was
Thc Baptist Ladies- Circle will meet
son had received from Senator White
22, 1932, and the three members of
• • • •
in the vestry Wednesday at 2 o'clock recently overnight guest of his
a corps of sappers who participat
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
for work. Supper will be served at 6
Condolences are hereby officially ed in the attack were Takejl EshFlanders.
o'clock, with Mrs. Lucy Sillery as
extended to Clayton Witham for his ita, Josaburo Kitagawa and Inosuke
The Social Club met with Mrs.
chairman of the committee. A pro
recent tragic loss. We refer to the Sakue.
Georgia Mank April 20 and Mrs.
All efforts to clear the barbed
gram will follow the supper.
untimely death of "Civics." Witham's
wire entanglements separating Jap
James Wood is very ill at his home , Hilda Miller as assisting hostess, pet baby seal..
anese storm troops from Chinese
• • • •
on Mechanic street.
There were 19 members and three
trenches before the stronghold of
Mr. and Mrs. Dorman of Union children and three visitors present,
Seniors continue work on their pet Mlehungchen had failed.
were callers on Mrs. Cora Currier , Prizes were awarded Mrs. Lucretia! project of beautifying and orotecting
Offer Their Lives.
Thursday. They have leased the! Wilson. Mrs. Hazel Bowers. Miss I
the front lawn. A new wire fence and
Finally the three Infantrymen vol
apartment in Mrs. Ernest Montgom- Barbara Achorn. Mrs. Georgia Mank W5t),jtn railing are
latest ad«le unteered to destroy the entangle
ery's house and expect to take posses- and Mrs. Eva Monahan, rhe next tio.is Even the girls have taken a ments even though the attempt
sion very soon. Mr Dorman ls a meeting wil) be a depression party hand at raking up the thriving grass must Inevitably cost them their
lives. Armed with high explosives
maker of monuments and handles : to be held with Mrs. Mary Thomas,
growth.
filling a 12-foot bamboo tnbe, the
• • • •
other cemetery work.
j Miss Dorothy Skillins of Portland
fuse of which was lighted before
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith ana was last weekend guest of Mr and
The activity period of Tuesday they left their own trenches, the
son, and Mr and Mrs. Enoch Clark Mrs. Lester Mank.
morning was occupied by a Goodwi’l troopers dashed Into the thick of
motored to Bangor Thursday on busi- [ Homer Carroll of North Waldo- Assembly under the general supervi the Chinese small arms fire. The
ncss.
J bero spent the weekend with Mr. and sion of Miss Coughlin. All teachers three “human bombs" gained their
- » • '
Mrs. John Flanders.
fiom both Senior and Junior High objective. The ensuing explosion
Following thc regular meeting of
Road Commissioner Towle with Schools took part, special features cleared a path 30 feet wide through
Orace Chapter. O.E.S.. the members severai assistants is trying to inl being presented by Miss Cochran. the entanglements, through which
the Japanese forces advanced to
and visitors adjourned to the ban- prove tne condition of our roads,
Miss Hughes. Miss Pike. Mis- Piricer. victory.
quet room where they found a beauSeveral have been having blue- Miss Nichols and Mrs. Jackson. Mr.
Copt. Tamakl Matsushita, com
tifully decorated table laden with berry land burned over this week.
Blaisdell officiated as chairman. The mander of the pioneer corps of
refreshments. This was in the form I Friends of Ljndon Johnson regret | High School orchestra furnished sev- which the three men were members,
of a surprise farewell party for Miss to hear of his condition and hope he j nral selections. With Mrs. Jackson at describes their dramatic sacrifice
Thelma Linscott the organist of the may receive beneficial results from tlie piano the entire student body as follows:
"Three attempts to blow up the
chapter, who is leaving very soon to his trip to the Deaconess Hospital in united in singing “America the Beau
barbed wire proved futile. Men car
make her heme in Lewiston. An ex Massachusetts.
tiful" under the leadership cf Mrs. rying the make-shift bamboo cylin
ceedingly clever poem was composed
Charles F. Newbert who has been Kelsey. The final event of the ders were either killed or wounded
and read by Miss Jessie Crawford, confined to his bed so many months, assembly was the presentation by before they could arrive at their ob
and well expressed the thought and the result of a broken hip, is now Mrs. Kelsey, chairman of the Ameri- jective. They had no time to ligtit
regret of every member of the atole to sit up several hours each day. canization Committee of thc Ameri- the fuse after getting the bomb in
chapter.
also to bear some weight on his leg can Legion, of the prize money for position before they were picked
off by the Chinese. As the final des
The Federated choir met with Mrs
It is good to have the Cushman the "Our Flag essays: First prize. perate attempt, the three lads, EshBowdoin Grafton Thursday evening bakery car coming over the Ridge. Everett Frohock: second prize. Avis Ita, Kitagawa and Sakue volun
Following the rehearsal a farewell Their days will be Tuesday. Thurs- j Lovejoy; third prize. Edith Morse.
teered to carry the cylinders to the
• • • *
party was given Miss Thelma Linscott day and Saturday of each week.
barbed wire with the fuse lighted,
who left town Friday with her father
Captain Hershey. director of the so that even though they mighf be
The Appleton Dramatic Club wil'.
C. E Linscott for their new home present the drama. “An Arizona Soldiers' Home at Togus was the wounded or killed, the destruction
near Lewiston. Popular games were Cowboy," with special features be speaker at the special Junior and of the barrier would be accom
played and refreshments served. tween the acts, at Burkettville hall Senior High assembly Thursday. His plished.
Trio Blown to Bits.
Miss Linscott was escorted to the din May 2. It is well worth the 25 cents talk which was in connection with
"In
a
final desperate rush, the
ing rcom. which had been decorated admission and it is hoped a good the annual poppy day of the Ameri
three, carrying the tube of explo
by streamers of colored paper in pas number will attend.
can Legion proved Interesting.
A
sives with Its fuse alight, dashed
tel shades suspended from the chan
Chosen to go to the hall for thc reading was also given by Mrs. Mor for the entanglements. As they
delier to a maybasket of gifts as a final choice in the school speaking ton a member of the American Lcgicr. made their objective and as the
centerpiece. Each gift had attached
tube left their hands, thrown under
contest to go to Liberty were Ruth Auxiliary.
• • • •
to it an original verse which the guest
the wire, the cylinder exploded with
Mitchell. Gladys Philbrook. Maxine
At the meeting of the Student a terrible detonation. With the
of honor read to the company. A Copp. Elizabeth Meservey. Earl
Council Wednesday it was resolved: barbed wire, the three men were
poem by Miss Jessie Crawford was
Griffin. Walter Sprowl. McKenzie
"That school property purchased by blown to bits. They did not die in
given by the author, and another by
Williams and Willard Pease.
the classes shall not be lent to out vain, for thanks to their sacrifice,
Miss Jessie Stewart was read by Miss
a path 30 feet wide was opened up
Mrs. Gertrude Moody. Mrs. Ethel
side partic?" The repeated disap
Ruggles. Guests present were Rev.
Moody. Mrs. Esther Moody and son pearances of borrewed property was through which the Japanese forces
and Mrs H. F Leach, Miss Margaret
made a victorious advance. They
and Misses Ruth Moody and Bar
lhe reason given for this ruling.
Ruggles, Miss Jessie Stewart. Mrs
were the ‘Three Human Bombs.' de
bara Bryant were guests Thursday
stroying the obstacle with their liv
Edith Richards, WilliamGillchrest, Dr.
of Mrs. W. E. Bradford in Augusta.
Special programs have be»n Inter- ; ing flesh."
O F. Cushing. Charles Prescott, John
The occasion being to help Mr.- estingly presented in French classes j
Creighton. Mrs. Josephine Stone. Miss
Bradford enjoy a happy birthday an tills week. Miss Godin? and Mrs Many Indian Names Are
Elizabeth Henry. Miss June Henry.
Jackson teachers. Scphomeie classes
Raymond Upham. Mrs. Edna Young. niversary.
Kept in Massachusetts
IL'tcned attentively to these numbers:
Miss Katherine Beattie, Miss Alice
Fall River, Mass.—Southeastern
A road-hog who narrowly missed "Pelang." dialect selection by Drum
Tuttle. Mrs. Leah Davis, Mrs Marion
Massachusetts has perhaps retained
running down a tax-collector in a mond. Dorothy Harvie and Marion more Indian names of towns, rivers
Grafton and Charles Knights.
French village was ducked in the Watts; "De Bell De Saint Michel." and ether geographical units than
• • • «
Samuel Creighton is ill at his home river by furious passers-by. That Helen Kcrpinen; La Marseillaise, vio any other section of the country.
Among them are Apponagansett,
in South Warren. Mr. Creighton is will teach the careless fellow not to lin selection by Alice Scammon. Ted
Ladd. Richard French. Gertrude Assonet, Assinlppi, Cataumet, Chapwell nigh a daily business caller in miss next time—The Humorist.
Heal; L'e Grand Seigneur." Rose paquolt, Cohasset, Pocasset, Cochi
Thomaston.
tuate, Sclatuate, Cotuit, CunimaIt
appears
that
a
Chicago
gangster
Flanagan: vlctrola selections cf quid, Cuttyhunk. Humarock, ManoMrs. Levi B Gilchrest is having her
has
been
fined
for
running
a
public
French folk songs; class chorus wet. Mattapotsett, Megansett, Megrounds put in order, and is expected
whist drive with cash prizes. We “L'Allouette," "Au Clair De la Lune." nauhant, Monomoy. Muskegat, Nan
to be in Thomaston soon.
Herbert A. Prescott who has the always said that one of them would Junior classes contributed short de- tasket, Coatue, Nantucket. Quidnet,
contract lo paint the exterior of be going too far. and would get into | rCTiptior.s of people, places and things Siasconset, Tuckernuck. Wauwinet,
trouble one of these days.—The Hu associated with France. The inter Nonquttt, N'obska, Fadanarum, Pau
Montpelier, has commenced work.
tulsset, I’onkapog, Sassnquin, Segesting persons discussed were: Louis
Services at thc Baptist Churoh morist.
regansett, Seckonk. Slpplwissett,
Pasteur by Esther Nickerson, Sarah Squantum. Squibnocket, Touisset
Surday will bc on daylight time.
A number of our boys who entered Bernhardt by Mary Gay, Empress Tlticut, Watuppa, Wlanno and I’okBible school at 9.43 a. m.; morning
worship at 11, topic, "The Call of the the World War seem later to have Eugenie by Sylvia Shafter, Florence onoket.
Speaking of Indian names, the
Out of Doors;" Y.P.S. of C. E at fl gained the impression that they en Schmitt , Shirley Blackington and ;
o'clock; at 7, special music, open dis listed for the duration of the treas Debussy by Beryl Borgerson. Thc daddy of them nil In Massachusetts
places were Eiffel Tower by Vincent is Chargoggagoggmanchauggagogg
ury.—Thomaston Times.
cussion.
chuiibunagungamaugg, tne real name
Pellicane. Louvre by Dorothy Dimlck
The Beta Alpha Club will meet at
of what is commonly known as
the vestry Monday evening Commit service at 11 o'clock, subject: "If and Ruth Dondis and the University Webster lake.
tee on refreshments, Mrs. Hazel Money Could Buy Them." The music of Paris by Elear.cr Tibbetts. There
Young, Miss Helen Studley, Mrs will include "He Leadeth Me," toy Hine were also interest'ng a:tides on in- Plan to Restore Once
I dustrles. governments, and holidays.
Minnie Newbert.
Evening service at 7 o'clock, subject:
. . . .
Famed Hartford Frigate
The Baptist Junior choir will repeat “Christianity in thc Modem World."
Junior
High
assembly
Wednesday
Hartford,
Conn.—Plans to restore
thc play "Thc Country Cousin" after the first of a short series dealing with
the famous old frigate Hartford
thc circle supper next Wednesday the rccently issued report of the Lay J morning was prepared by the Junior with the pennies of school children
evening. This is the play that drew men's Missionary Inquiry, entitled I High Press Club. The president of tlie nation and bring it here to
, Betty McAlary. presided. 'Dae first
a large crowd a few weeks ago and "Re-Thinking Missions."
Hartford, where it would serve as
j
number was a one-act play "Who a nautical museum, have been Ini
sent them home delighted.
Says Can t" with this cast: Rose Mal- tiated here.
Mbs Clara Spear and a few friend.',
• burg, Roy Joyce, Leighton White,
The Hartford, which was Admiral
visited "Spearmint on the Georges"
I Alice Clancy. Annette NorthgTaves. Farragut'a flagship in the battle of
Friday for the first time this season.
Sterling Morse. Thc next number Mobile bay. probably is the most fa
At a recent meeting of til; official
was a song by Eleanor Ames. Eliza- mous of the United Slates' fighting
boaid of the Knox Memorial held at
jtoeth
T.U. Annette Northgraves. craft after the Constitution. It
thc home of Jarvis Perry, Rcckland,
now is lying on the mud flats of
j Following this, came a sketch "The Cooper river. Charleston, 8. C.
Mrs. Mabel Creighton was chosen as
' Crucial Moment,” with Charles DorWliile the ship's draft is between
hostess of the Knox Memorial. She
pan and Virginia Haskell as charac- 15 nnd 16 feet, men who know her
will have for assistant Miss Phyllis
| ters. William Daniels gave an amus feel sure she could he brought up
Belasco. The Knox Memorial wdl bc
ing reading, "Pants." Thc last sketch, j the Connecticut river at freshet
open over Memorial Day. and if busi
"Time for Something." included: time and anchored near here.
ness warrants it will oc continued
Winifred Stanley, Ruth Pike and!
open. It was voted to observe Gen.
Finds “Kerotene Tree”
James Hayes.
Knox's birthday in about the same
Washington.
—A “kerosene tree,"
• • • •
way as last ycar. admitting visitors
The substitute teachers this week I n curiosity of tlie jungles, was dis
covered by Dr. W. A. Archer, an
tor that day at 25 cents
were: Mrs. Durrell for Miss Brown i American botanist. The natives tap
EVERYONE
As announced last Sunday, ail
and Mrs. Kelsey for Miss Hagar.
the tree and use the sap like kero
services at the Federated Church to
It's full of opportunities
sene in lamps.
morrow will be on standard time:
—THRIFTY ones that
Among the things that came down
Church school at 9.45 a. m.; morning
make your dollars go a
long way ... read them and were a lot of elevated noses.—Beth
—«J
lehem Glebe-Times.
Use them.

READ
IT!

Alfred M. Strout
Insurance ln all its branches
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
Vinal Bnlldlng. Phone 15$
III) MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME.

rIPMNTING
NG1
ouB-

Strout Insurance Agency

I. Walter Strout

The Courier-Gazette
WANT ADS

An American writer expresses sur, prise at the amount of tea we drink
in this country. Is it possible that
! he has never tried our coffee.—
! Punch.

[PRKBIare LOWEST
WECT]

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

“THE UFE-SAVER”
CABINS. RESTAURANT,
LUNCHEONETTE

OPEN TODAY,
WARREN, ME.
TEL. 11-8
PARTIES SOLICITED
45-lt

McLAIN’S

SNEAKERS
FOR BOYS

79c, 98c
TWENTY-FOUR BASEBALL
BATS GIVEN AWAY WITH THE
FIRST 24 PAIRS OF SNEAKERS
BOUGHT

ONE LOT OF YOUTHS' AND
GIRLS'

OXFORDS
88c pair
Rrokrn Stses

ONE LOT OF LADIES'

DRESS SHOES
STRAPS, TIES, PUMPS

FORSALE

"More For Less" Values for this
week: Domino Fine Granulated
Sugar, lot) lb. bags, $4.65; 25 Ib.
bagr. $1.19; 10 Ib. bags. 48r. Pills
bury's Best Flour, 79c; Occident
Flour, 89c; Stover's Pride Flour,
65c; Best Family Flour 59c: Pastry
Flour S9c; “More For Less" Scratch
Feed, $1.50; "More For I-ess" Egg
Mash with Nopco XX Oil. $1.63:
"More For Less" 20 Percent Dairy
Fred, $1.33; Stover s Pride 20 Per
cent Dairy Feed, $1.53: Fancy Corn,
Cracked Corn and Meal, $1.05;
Oats, 95c. The above are only a
few of the many “More For Leas"
values offered by this concern
today, all prices subject to ex
haustion of stock on hand, owing
to rapidly advancing commodity
market* and refusal of all Western
shippers to make prices on future
offerings until there is a radical
change of conditions. You will
never buy so cheap again. All the
above prices are way below our
costs of replacement, thereby sav
ing the people, farmers and deal
ers of Southern Maine thousands
of dollars in advances if acted upon
immediately. There has been a
terrific rise in all commodities this
part week. All we can say is. we
will give you "More For Less" here
at all times. Dollars are going
down, flour, feed, grain, sugar and
commodity prices are rising rapid
ly. Y'ou ran double your money by
inventing in commodities today.
Dellverie.
anywhere
wanted.
Wholesale and Retail Distributors
in Southern Maine for the famous
Elmoge Feeds, Lehigh cement and
land lime.
STOVERS CASH
GRAIN STORES, DISTRIBU
TORS for STOVER FEED MFG.
CO. On track 86 Park St., Rock
land. Just below Armour's. TeL
1200.
48tf

BLACK OXFORDS
$1.98
Buy American Made Footwear and
Help American Workmen

McLain Shoe Store
WALK-OVER SIGN
ROCKLAND.
MAINE

LOST AND FOUND •

Advertisements In this column not to |
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tions! lines five cents each for one time,
WHITE poodle dog lost, brown ears,
10 cents Ior three times. Six words
make a line.
name Prince on collar. FRANK COOK.
61 Tillson Ave , Rockland________ 50*52

;

WANTED

;

***♦**♦•*•*••♦♦*

LAROE male blue tick fox hound lost,
large black spots on back. Notify MERL
SIDELINOER, Washington. Tel. 5-3.
__ ________________________________ 49*51

NOTICB^Is hereby given of the loss of
TO HIRE a farm for one year from savings book numbered 971 and the
owner
of said book asks for a duplicate
owner, option to buy; 10 acres of wood,
seven acres field, on Rood road, ln or in accordance with the provision of thc
near Tenant’s Harbor, buildings in good State law. SECURITY TRUST CO.. By
condition. State lowest cash price, full ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas. Rockland. Me.
details ln first letter. Address J. T.. ________________________________ 51-8-57
R 3. Box 57. Derry Village. N H
49*51
NOTICE is hereby given of the
EXPERIENCED woman would like loss of deposit book numbered 11120 and
cleaning or housework by day or week. the owner of said book asks for dupllWrite "A. B
care Courler-Oazette.
I cate in accordance with the provision
sint ' of the State Law
ROCKLAND SAV
INGS
J. Helller. Treas.
LACE CURTAINS wanted to do on , _
. BANK.
. . , Edward
_
stretchers. 35 cents pair. Called for and ! Rockland, Maine. April 29. 1933
51*8-57
delivered. TEL 866
51-53
WILL BUY or rent farm. Write facts
*
and price to C. C. OOVE. Oen. Del., I ***************
‘ Augusta. Me.______________________ 50*52 ;
LADY’S bicycle warned Must be in I
1 good condition. PHONE 40. Rockland. <
49-51
WANTED- Stock to pasture. MILTON
THREE small places for sale, suitable
PHILBROOK. Head of the Bay.
49*51 for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. 4750 to
POSITION as chef or order cook want- ] 8850
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
Dnot of —references.
af n-ansa&a JJ 'T'T. DVDDV
PERRY. I cf-at
edI Best
Tel. 1080.
45-tf
Orace St.. City.
•tf |
FURNITURE for sale—Oreen painted
I PERMANENT TERRITORY, with large I bed-room
set. spring mattress, large
clientele of satisfied customers recently| iron crib, sewing
piano, white
vacated and now open to responsible enameled tee box.machine,
set. and
' person. Experience helpful but not | other things. MRS breakfast
A.
L.
ROGERS.
354
i necessary
Write REALSILK HOSIERY Broadway. Rockland. ____________ 51*53
' MILLS. 142 High St.. Portland. Maine. ‘
| stating qualifications.
49*51 j A FEW Johnson seed beans for sale.
WANTED You to know that we have EDWIN F NASH. Thomaston. R F D 1
50-52
| everything in fertilizers including sheep _ Tel. Warren 10-31.
and poultry manures for the lawn, gar
POWER boat for sale. 36 ft. long. 28
den. shrubbery and flower gardens.
; Also full line of chemicals. Deliveries h. p. Red Wing engine, two scallop
| anywhere wanted. Wholesale and Retail drags. Brownie hoist. Kinney friction
Distributors ln Southern Maine for the clutch, sprocket chains, ready for fishf2niou»U*5Bntore ™F*ida.'** Lehigh mm«t|jn«
drMgln,. Apply W. L. TEEL.
50-52
and land
lime
STOVER S CASH ! 67 PalK bl___________________
GRAIN STORES DISTRIBUTORS for
OARDENS ploughed, and Dressing for
STOVER FEED MFO. CO. On track at kj»1‘ p in anv uuantitv C
F PRESCOTT
~ “
86 Park St. Rockland. Tel. 1200 .
51-53 “'f $.Jny ‘•uantlty. C
r
49*51

FOR SALE

PRESSED MAY lor huie.
CREIGHTON. Warren. Me

a

H
49*54

OOOD. gentle, new milch Jersey cow
calf for sale; easy milker. MINA
Summer Cottages * ( and
A WOODCOCK. Cushing
it.*..*..*..*.*.*..**.****.****** THREE molasses hogsheads for 50*52
sale,

If you have a cottage to let or
desire summer boarders advertise the
fact ln this paper where thousands
will read of it._______________________
BOARDERS wanted Accommodate 12
persons. Cottages one minute from safe
bathing beach. MRS AMY S McVEIOH.
Deer
Isle
Sl-tt
______________________________________
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me.
—Rent for season, six rooms, bath, fully
furnished, electric lights, hot and cold
water. S W. LITTELL. 138 Main St
48-tf

: EGGS AND CHICKS;
Notices of Appointment

hold about 125 gals, each
Fertiliser,
loma. bone meal, sheep dressing, garden
and flower seeds, seed potatoes, paints,
oil and varnishes J. A JAMESON CO..
Rockland Phone 17
49-51

HORSE for sale, five years old. sound.
good worker, weight 1400 lbs FRANK
CALDERWOOD Union Me
49*51
BLACK LOAM for sale for lawn and
for flower-beds. SIDNEY H. BENNER
Tel. 962
51*53
St REGIS Raspberry plants and How
ard 17 strawberry plants for sale OVER
NESS SARKESIAN. 157 Middle St. Tel.
568-W._____________________________ 48-57
SMALL farm for sale at small price at
West Washington, on Rt 101. House
newly papered and painted. ERNEST
C DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb-Davla.
41-tf
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted 110;
lunks. 18
O H. CRIE. Thomaston
Tel. 122-2.
35-tf

I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox tn the
State of Maine, hereby certify that in
the following estates the persons were
appointed
Administrators.
Executors
•t
Ouardians and Conservators, and on the
dates hereinafter named:
BERNET HARRY LUNDEN. late of
Rockland, deceased. March 28. 1933.
****************
Frank H Ingraham of Rockland, was
appointed Admr and qualified by filing
NEW DODGE — Plymouth, also *22
bond April 4. 1933
Buick sedan. 28 Buick four passenger
S MARION HEKKING. late of Buffalo.
coupe. *29 Dodge D A. sedan. 30 Old>
N Y.. deceased. February 28. 1933 Rob
BABY CHIX. Wyllle’s Btraln S. C Reds sedan. ’30 Ford Tudor. '31 Plymouth se
inson Verrlll of Portland, was appoint One quality—the Best. $10 per hundred dan. and others
Cash, terms, trade.
ed Admr.. and qualified by filing bond F H WYLLIE & SON Thomaston. Me.. HENRY K ALLEN. Tenant’s Harbor. Me.
April 11 1933
R 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
39-tf Tel 8007__________________________ 49*51
HANNAH E. WHITMORE. late of
yuu art? planning to sett youi
UPPER furnished apartment of three
Camden, deceased. April 18. 1933 George chickens and fowl, call PETER ED rooms,
modern, to let Garage tf de
W. Heselton of Gardiner was appoint WARDS Tel. 806-J. Rockland
39-tf sired. Excellent condition TEL 899-W
ed Exr . and qualified by filing bond on
51-tf
7
same date.
lng eggs, prices to suit the times. ALMODERN OFFICES in Odd Fellows'
JULIAN YOUNG late of Cushing, de BION WOTTON. Friendship. Me
26*52 Block
formerly occupied by Dr Fogg
ceased. April 18. 1933 Leslie O. Young
groi
and Dr JAtneson. Apply A P BLAISof Cushing, was appointed Exr . without
By
ton.
or
poultry.
18
delivered
Write'
DELL
5
Park St Rockland Tel 255
bond.
\LFRED RAWLEY.
RAWL
Long Cove. Me
50-55
CHARLES M GRAVES, late of South
S.
C.
R
I.
Red
chicks
three
years
state
LIGHT housekeeping apartment to let.
Thomaston, deceased. April 18. 1933 1 accredited, price according to number
all
newly
renovated
MINNIE
MILES.
31
Blanche E Graves, of South Thomaston I Chickens are now the farmer’s best bet
Ocean St Tel 618-W__
49-51
was appointed Exx . without bond
Eggs for hatching. Write for prices. E
FURNISHED heated apartment to let
ELLIS A HURD, late of Friendship C. TEAGUE. Warren. Me Tel. 13-42
deceased. April 18. 1933 Gladys FletcherJ
39-tf Inquire 14 MASONIC ST__________ 50-tf
of Friendship, was appointed Exx.. with-J “MORE FOR LESS" apeclal Chicken I FIVE ROOM apartment to let. all
out bond.
values for this month; Week Old Started modern Improvements Inquire DAVID
WILLIAM L LAWRY late of Warren Chicks. Rocks. Reds. Leghorn*, and An- RUBENSTEIN Tel 1285 __________ 49-tf
deceased. April 18. 1933. Edward C. Pay- conas. 10c each. Two weeks old 12c each
HALF hou.se to let at 17 Warren 8t.
son of Rockland, was appointed Exr Day Old Chicks $5 00 per hundred up seven
rooms conveniently arranged and
and qualified by filing bond on same Small or large lots. Orders for 100 or pleasant;
also two garages. Inquire 12
date
! more shipped direct to your address by WARREN ST
___________ 38-tf
CLARA E PENDLETON late of Vinal- P»«*el post prepaid on receipt of Cash or
_
__ Cora E I P• O. order We have several thousand
HOUSE at 22 Oak S! to let. all modhaven, ____
deceased
April 18 1933
Carion of Vinalhaven. "waa appointed I for Immediate delivery daily at our wap- ern. newlv renovated six rooms. $20.
ALBERT PETERSON at FullerExx without bond
i house office. No line of business h«j»1 rCall
'“'
46-tf
uaptha n SPFAR i.t» nf Thnm« withstood the depression like the poul- Cobb-DaUs
MARTHA D SPEAR late ol Thomas- t
business Our ’Just Right" Chick
UNFURNISHED apartment at 7 Tal
ton. dcceaxed^ April 18. 1933 Clara F surur containing Oxide Iron. Yeast.
bot
Ave
.
to
let
about
Mav
1.
four
sunny
Oates of Rorkland. was appointed Exx.. I Rnd Cod L|ver O1| w„, grow them
Hwithout bond
broiler size in less than eight weeks and rooms and bath, oil heat. MRS. A.47-tf
LEONARD R CAMPBELL late of Into heavy layers at four and a half JONES Phone 576.
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable
Rockland, deceased. April 18 1933 Abbie months. You can beat the depression
C. Campbell of Rockland, was appoint with poultry, on the farm or in the back tenements. Main. Grove. Grace. Court
lot ln the city. See these Chicks today 8ts. ERNEST C DAVIS. Fuller-Cobbed Exx.. without bond.
46-tf.
DOTHA B HILLYER late of Hartford ln our Electric Brooders. These Star- Davls.
Conn., deceased. April 18 1933. Hartford line Electric Brooders are priced at $9 65
SIX room house to let. bath, electric
National Bank and Trust Company of each and can be kept in the parlor as lights, ga*
MRS E C GRANT. 184
Hartford Conn, was appointed Exr.. far as cleanliness ls concerned. We carry South Main St Tel 526-M
43-tf
without bond
Zelma M Dwinal of a full line of Poultry. Dairy, and Barn
Equipment If you want healthy, hardy,
TENEMENTS to let. $10. $12. $14. $15.
Camden, appointed Agent in Maine.
strong Chicks on the "MORE FOR LESS’’ $20 $25 per month. HERBERT B BAR
MARY A ORCUTT late of Rockland, Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money, TER Call 25 or 1017-J
40-tf
deceased. April 18. 1933. George B Or order today. Wholesale and Retail Dis
SEVERAL tenement* to let. moder
cutt. of Rockland, was appointed Admr.. tributors ln Southern Maine for the
ately
priced
Call
at
C
M
BLAKE
WALL
without bond
famous Elmore Feeds, Lehigh Cement, PAPER STORE. Northend
40-tf
JAMES H HUNTER late of Tenant* feittllam and land lime. STOVERS
WELL furnished apt. of 3 rooms with
Harbor, deceased. April 18. 1933. Arthur CASH ORAIN STORES. DISTRIBUTORS
H Hunter of Tenant s Harbor, was ap for STOVER FEED MFO CO On track toilet, shed and piazza. 12 KNOX ST.
39-tf
86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Ar- Tel. 156-W.
pointed Admr.. without bond.
51-tf
LAWN ROLLER to let »it w rv low rate.
ELIZA J GRAY late of Rockland iiviiii's. Tel. 1200
Called for and delivered. Heavy water
deceased. April 18. 1933. G. Sheldon
ballast roller Phone 791. CRIE HARDGray of Rockland, was appointed Admr.,
WARE CO . 408 Main St
40-tf
without bond
MAYNARD W LEACH, late of Union
THREE room furnished apartment to
deceased. April 18. 1933. Ular B Leach
let. $4 week V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
8t Tel 1080
35-tf
of Union, was appointed Exx.. without
bond
FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
GEOROE M SIMMONS of Rockland
three room furnished apartment, both
heated and
newly flnUhed. MRS.
March 21. 1933 Alan L Bird of Rock
FROST Tel 318-W
39-tf
land. was appointed Conservator, and
qualified by filing bond April 18. 1933.
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
FRANK K GARDNER late of South
rooms and private bAth. 192 LIMEROCK
ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M
39-tf
Thomaston, deceased. April 18. 1933.
Frank K Gardner. Jr., of Rockland, was
APARTMENT of five rooms and bath,
appointed Exr . without bond.
•
second floor, at 34 Pleasant St. Inquire
/Xu
STEPHEN COLSON late of Vinal
ANNE V FLINT Tel. 1013-M
39-tf
ir.-.on deccasnd. April 25. 1933. Frank
HEATED apartments, all modern, four
M Colson of Vinalhaven. was appointed
rooms. Applv at CAMDEN 6c ROCK
Exr . without bond.
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634
39-tf
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE Register.
****************

I

TO LET

Ere

MISCELLANEOUS

PILES

ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO

And other rectal diseases

Treated Without Pain
or Loss of Time

ECAUSE thc wedding

B invitations should bc

mailed two weeks before

DR. JAMES KENT

the wedding itself, they

TEL. 1C73
39 UNION ST.
UOCKLAND
127g’f

advance. And, because

$1.98
BOYS’

In Everybody’s Column T

must bc ordered well in

they arc so critically in
spected by their recipi

Light Trucking

ents, they must also be

Parcel Delivery

Wedding Papers can be

ultra-correct. Linweave

_________________________________________ 39-tf

LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
___ __________________________
39-tf
I.AWN MOWERS sharpened 8atlsfactlon guaranteed. Called for and deliv
ered Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
HARDWARE CO . 408 Main St.. City.
40-tf
KEY8! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
order. Keys made to fit locks when
original keys are lost. House. Office or
Car. Code books provide keys for all
locks without bother. Scissors and
Knives sharpened. Prompt service Rea
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel 791.
40-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all time*.
Prompt aervlce. CRIE HARDWARE CO
26-tf

shown you at

Family Washings
Called For and Delivered

The Courier-Gazette

Ask to seo them

Walter Dorgan
Tel. 106-R
WKIliinU PAPKHN

SPRUCE GUM
Thr Ural Northern Maine Kind,
mailed anywhere in the United States
at 50 Cents Per Ounce.
C. II. MOOR & CO., Druggists
322 Main Street,
Rorkland
lOT.tSlF

Every-Other-Day
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^Society.

Marie, daughter of Mr. and Mrs..
Charles H. Berry, celebrated her 6th
birthday Thursday with a supper
party, her guests being Patricia Wil
A delegation of Rockland music
lard, Emmy Lou Peaslee, Priscilla
lovers Journeyed to Camden last
Mae Clark, and Mary Lou Duff.
night to hear the bandmaster and
Miss Corinne White of Boston ar soloist, Walter Smith, who appeared
rives today to spend two weeks with in connection with a very meritori
her sister, Mrs. Ralph C. Wentworth, ous musical recital given by the
Broadway.
Camden Schools Band and Orches
tra under the direction of that very
‘ Llewellyn Mills has returned to efficient leader, Clarence Fish.
South Boston after spending a few
Mr. Smith made hls first appear
days with his mother, Mrs. Ambrose ance at the conclusion of the orches
Mills.
tral program when he directed one
of the numbers. His trumpet solos
Cliapin Class meets Tuesday eve
were played just before the final
ning at the home of Mrs. Albert S.
band selection, and a spellbound
Peterson.
audience gave the full measure of
applause to which such an artist is
Miss Edith Nickerson of Vinalha
entitled. His selections included
ven was a recent guest of Mrs. J. C.
"The Volunteer," “Silver Threads
Cunningham, on her way to Sidney
Among the Gold," "Inflammatus"
where she teaches school.
and a popular selection as encore. His
Chester B. Jones of Waldoboro was mastery of the trumpet is nothing
in the city Thursday calling on rela short of marvelous.
During the afternoon the band
tives and friends.
master's well known kindliness found

WALTER SMITH AT CAMDEN

Page Scvert
AN EMPHATIC "NOI”

Rev. MacDonald’s Reply To
expression in the giving of a lesson
to the cornetlsts In the Camden
Band.
Among those who called upon him
to pay his respects was Charles L.
Rcbinson of the Rcckland City
Band, who treasures some delight
ful correspondence with Mr. Smith.
Immediately after the concert last
night Mr. Smith rushed back to
Boston where he was scheduled to
day to take part in the Shrine Circus
street parade. It was his second visit
to Camden—an event of mutual en
joyment.
Tne beautiful Camden Opera
House was well filled, and thc pride
which the townspeople feel in their
musical organizations and the
talented soloists who appeared in the
program was expressed in the con
tinued and spontaneous applause.
The piano accompaniments by
Ethel Lee Hayden contributed very
decidedly to the success of the con
cert.

Just Plant Thetn^^

Question of Repealing the

18th Amendment

This is the ideal time
to plant your

Plant them now and

Hardy
Perennials

Garden in bloom this

"Shculd the 18th Amendment be
Repealed?" was the subject of a very
timely address by Rev. J. C. MacDon
ald at the last meeting of the Wom
an's Educational Club.
There arc two groups of people de
Home grown ones planted
i Miss Jennie Guptiil has returned
manding the repeal, hc said. The flrst
thr day they arc dug give
Miss Margaret Halliday entertained from a visit with friends at Seven
thr best results.
is dishonest wets, the second is honest
Miss Bertha Korpinen at her home Hundred Acre Island.
SWEET WILLIAM
wets.
BABY'S BREATH
ln Pittsfield during last week’s vaca
"In answer to the question I give an
MONKSHOOD
Ool. Basil H. Stinson entertained at
tion.
emphatic no,” said Mr. MacDonald.
SHASTA DAISY
; cards Tuesday evening, his guests be“I give this answer, first, because
SPIREA
Mr and Mrs. Arthur W. Robinson , ing Percy Demmons of Thomaston.
LARKSPUR
the liquor Interests havc never been
COLUMBINE
of Natick, Mass., accompanied by Mias E. R. Veazie, Ray E. Eaton, C. W.
known to respect any form of con
DIANTHUS
Adelaide M. Damon and Miss Virginia Proctor, Walter H. Spear, Albert S.
trol having to do with tlie curtail
ACHILLEA
Eaton, arrived yesterday to open for i Peterson.
ment of their interests. In over 150
1IEUCIIERA
the season the Robinson summer
AND OTHERS
years of temperance reform the liquor
H. N . McDougall of Boston is
home at Ginn's Point, Owl's Head.
20c
interests havc demonstrated this fact
They will remain until the flrst of the spending the weekend with Mr. and
again and again. Forms of liquor
FORGETMENOTS AND
week, and expect to make a longer Mrs. John H. McLoon.
ENGLISH DAISIES
control which they themselves now
stay than usual at thc cottage this
5c
advocate were never respected when
The Tango Club was delightfully
year.
Dug and delivered when
they were tried in the past. Think
entertained at) a chicken supper
you order them—or freshly
tack to the days of local and county
dug and on
Mrs. Maude Mather entertained the Thursday by Mrs. A. J. Crockett, who , Mrs E. L. Toner was hostess to the
•
option,
and
to
State
prohibition
and
was a substitute member through the
Jolly Six Club Thursday afternoon.
Special Sale Saturd’y
PHEBE LAMPHEAR STANTON
you will realize the truth of the above
UNION
winter. A color scheme of pink and j Hill and Dale Club Thursday after
noon.
statements.
Shrubs on Order
Miss Laura Robbins and Miss Anne
Mrs. E. O. Petzold (Carolyn Leo) , green was carried out in table deco
Phebe (Lampheari Stanton, widow
“
Think
back
to
the
methods
used
Fickle of Boston and Cape Cod spent
has returned to Elizabeth, N. J„ after rations, the centerpiece being of roses
of George W. Stanton, and one of by the liquor Interests to evade our
Mrs. Robert Georgeson who has
spending a week with her mother, and Easter lilies. The supper pre- j been visiting Mrs. J. C. Cunningham j a vacation of one week with Miss Rob the oldest residents of South Thom Maine prohibition law. Did these
pared by Mrs. Crockett, over whom
bins' parents Mr. and Mrs H. L. Rob
Mrs. Leo, Gurdy street.
aston. died April 1. She was born interests respect the Webb-Kenyon
four score years have passed lightly, has returned to Vinalhaven Her bins.
May 29, 1851. in Westerly, R. I., one law? In an editorial the New York
daughter
Miss
Ellen
Georgeson,
is
Friends of Miss Augusta Roakes
Capt and Mrs. Ernest F Oinn ol won enthusiastic praise from the 12 i remaining for a longer visit. She Is
of the family of five children of Times declared; 'The politicians
PorUand are spending the weekend guests. Honors in cards were won j salutatorian of the graduating class will be glad to learn that she ls gain John and Almar.tha Shirley Lamp- cught to know the country adopted
ing and now able to sit up for a short
at the “Homestead,' Ginn's Point, by Mr. and Mrs. L. F, Chase. Mrs. j of Vinalhaven High School.
hear. all of whom she outlived. At the prohibitory amendment because
Hattie Davies and H. W. Thorndike.
time each day.
Owl's Head.
the age of 11 she was left mother among ether tilings there liad been
John Fuller is a patient at Knox
less and was obliged to make a home a corrupting partnership between the
’ A May dance will be given at the I Mrs. John Claytor of Camden en Hospital.
Rev. C. D. Crane is Ul at tlie home
for her father and her brothers and saloon and the political organizations. "'That as surely as day follows night,
Elks Home Monday night, with Mrs. tertained the Thursday Auction Club
Mr. and Mrs Fred Foster of Ten
of his son, Kennedy Crane.
sisters, one of whom was only ten It was difficult, If not impossible, to the saloon will come back If the 18th
Harold B Burgess as chairman. The at tinner and cards.
ant's Harbor and Albert Mank who
Country Club Orchestra will furnish
has spent the winter with them visit days old. Her father lay helpless for enforce such regulatory laws, concern - Amendment is repealed.*
Mrs. Harold Greene and daughter
Mrs. Isidore deWinter is at thc
eight years and she cared for him I ing the liquor traffic as there were
music, and there will be buffet lunch.
“Furthermore the Amendment
ed
friends in town Wednesday.
Ruth were recent guests of Mrs
faithfully.
J because the saloon keeper had a pull shculd not be repealed and the liquo"
This dance ls given to benefit an iii- home of Mrs. John E. Walker. Thom
Mrs. C. Ralph Bryant and Mrs
Harold Ames in Camden.
aston.
At the age of 14 she united with with the politicians, and was permit- Interests made to yield a revenue, be
i valid brother.
Young and son ot Portland were call
the
Baptist Church In Westerly. , ted to disregard the law as his re cause tt. ls not morally right to legalize
ing on friends in this place Sunday
Mrs. Bertha Higgins who has been
Among the Dark Harbor summer
Mrs Ivan Cunningham who has
Nov. 11, 1882. she was married lo ward for hls assistance In elections' an evil. No person can successfully
Mrs.
C.
Robinson
who
has
been
with Mrs Hattie A Higgins. 47 Mav colonists signifying their intent to been visiting in Boston returned
....
George W. Stanton, and of that
j defend the liquor interests on the
erick street, during the winter, has open their cottages wUI be Mr and Wednesday accompanied by her par housekeeper for Alvah E. Ames the
“Have the liquor Interests become ground that they arc morally benehappy
union
three
children
were
past
year,
has
returned
to
her
home
gene to live with her son Charles on Mrs Langhorn Gibson. Mr. Gibson ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Briggs,
born; two dyirfg in infancy. After law-abiding and would they be more ‘ flclal. Anything that is harmful to
in Camden.
Suffolk street.
is the son of Charles Dana Gibson, also of Boston who will be her guests
Henry Burns remains very ill at the death of her husband, which so if the 18th Amendment were re the body. mind. soul, and heme Is an
who with Mrs. Gibson, occupies hls
occurred April 23. 1911. she made h r pealed? We feel, from the experi evil. No argument Is necessary to
Knox Hospital.
Mrs A. G. Barnard. Miss Haze! summer place at Seven Hundred
Opportunity Class meets Wednes
Mrs. Sadie Cunningham is caring home with her daughter, Mrs. Albert ence of the past, that they would have prove that alcohol is such an evil.
Doorty and Miss Catherine Hayes of
Acre Island from early season until day evening at 7 30 at thc First Bap
Sleeper. Everything was done tc no more regard for any new method That being true it Is criminal to make
for Morrill Stewart
New York and Mrs. Andrew C. Mitch late. The younger Gibsons have been
tist parlors. Members are reminded
iMr. and Mrs. Seabury Gibbs and make the remaining years of her life of control than they have had foi it legal. It would be more right,
ell of Birmingham. Ala., have been
I members of the Dark Harbor colony to take sewing accessories and patchmorally, to legalize robbery. If a rob
daughters Beatrice and Priscilla ol happy, but she constantly mourned the old methods.
guerits cf Miss Sadie Marcus.
several seasons, but were absent last work pieces.
“Again we believe that the 18th ber stead at the factory door on pay
Pocassett, Mass., and Paul Williams for her life partner and seemed to
Beforr you go to bed tonight tel ' ycar, having spent the summer
of Boston were guests of Mr. and Mrs. lose all interest in life and her sur Amendment should not be repealed day. and with a loaded gun. demand
Mrs. Harry P. Chase was hostess to
your timepieces ahead one hour. abroad. They will occupy the Macy
H. L. Robbins a few davs last week roundings. Despite all her hidden because it removed the saloon from ed a man's life or his money he wculd
the T.&E. Club Wednesday
Daylight saving lime begins Sunday. ( cottage this season.
and together motored Friday to Bar sorrow and grief-stricken heart she our American life, and its repeal not. be doing the harm to the man
gave of her untiring devotion to her wculd pave the way for the saloon’s that the liquor interests would be do
Harbor and Cadillac Mountain.
Miss Alice Hodgkins is confined to
Miss Ervilla Stoddard arrives today
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene B Sleeper and
ing when on the same pay day they
Mr. and Mrs F. C Flint of Rock daughter and grandchildren whom return.
grandson. Jimmy Jordan, have re- her home on Camden street by grippe from Easthampton. Mass, where she land were callers Tuesday on Mrs she dearly loved, living a quiet and
"There are these who tell us that demand the worker's money. Thc rob
teaches school, to spend a week with
lurned lo Belmont, Mass., after
unassuming life just for those near national prohibition has been a total ber would take the worker's money,
Mrs. Herbert Curtis entertained at her parents, Mr and Mrs. E. E. Stod Bertha Bryant.
.“pending a few days nth Mr. andi
tailure and has done no good. But J tout would leave his name, hls effi
Mrs. Cassie Paul of Appleton visit est and dearest to her.
cards and lunch Thursday evening at dard, Grove street.
Mrs. Vemor. Giles.
ed friends ln this village Wednesday.
She had implicit faith in the here ; in the next breath these men will ciency, his soul untouched. The
the MaBelle Beauty Shop. There
. ray that ln the new method of con saloon, on the other hand, takes his
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham was very ' James Griffin's hog recently gave after and even when death came trolling liquor we do not want the
The World Contract O'ymplc which were three tables, and honors fell to
money, tarnishes his name, robs him
birth to 15 pigs.
so
unexpectedly
she
was
ready
to
Mrs
Ralph
Glendenning,
Mrs
Gard

is to bc held May 1st in 43 countries is
pleasantly surprised Thursday eve
salcon
back.
They
look
upon
the
cf
his efficiency, and deadens his soul
William
Morrill
Stewart,
the
old

meet
her
Maker
face
to
face,
and
oocupying wide attention jus*, now. ner French and Miss Hazel Marshall. ning at the Relief Corps meeting j
est man ln town, has been very ill after an illness of a few days she saloon as the vicious part of the old to the higher Interests of life.
• — ' -I and Mrs. Alan L. Bird reports six
when she was seated at the supper
"And finally, we should net repeal
Mrs. Ella Grimes • who spent the table by her brother, H. W. Healey. J with grippe, but was Improving some crossed the bar to meet the loved form. Well, what got rid of tile
tables already made up to participate
saloon? Was it the advocates for re this Amendment because we do not
what at last report.
ones
gone
before
and
wait
the
re

winter
ln
Jamaica.
Nassau
and
in this even' on that evening at hei
to flnd a prettily decorated basket ;
Mrs. Emma Jones Is having exten union of those whom she left be peal? No, it was thc 18th Amend want our Government to be in partcard rooms at the Fuller-Ccbb-Davi i Bermuda and visited friends in Bos filled with birthday cards from :
sive
repairs made on her buildings.
ton
on
thc
way
home,
arrived
Thurs

hind. She is survived by her daugh ment! The saloon became an outlaw nerrhip with thc liquor Interests.”
store.
Anyone wishing to enter
members of the order; also a birth
Work
in
the
quarry
was
started
day
and
will
be
with
her
sister,
Mrs.
ter Mrs. Albert Sleeper and three the day National Prohibition became
should notify her at once. A pleasing
day cake. During the evening an
PHILIP J. THIBODEAU
again
this
week
and
the
joy
of
again
grandchildren, Stanton, Mary and a reality. Having done that how can
feature of the game is that four may Elizabeth Haines, until her cottage original poem was read by Mrs
it toe called a ‘total failure?’
seeing
the
little
Knox
R
R.
train
go

Philip
J. Thlbodrau of Cape Eliza
at
Crescent
Beach
is
ready
for
occu

Marjorie
Sleeper,
all
of
this
place.
make up ar.d play nt one table all
Nellie Higgins.
Mrs. Ingraham
"We believe that repeal will pave beth, a native of Salmon River, Nova
ing across the meadow, and hearing
Funeral
services
were
held
from
evening. Mrs. Bird states that her pancy.
thanked the Corps in her usual
the familiar signals at the crossings, her late home. Rev. H. R. Winchen- (he way for the saloon's return. If Scotia, died April 23 at the Maine
junior class is increasing in size ano <
pleasing manner for eo kindly re- I
Mrs H. N McDougall and mother,
is pleasing indeed. It has been great baugh officiating W. P. Sleeper. S the liquor interests win in the repeal General Hospital, Port'and
Mr
interest.
Mrs Sarah Billings, of Boston, are membering her birthday.
ly missed and now gives a feeling ot O. Hurd, L. S. Young and H. D fight, they mill not be satisfied until Thibodeau was a former rcs;dcnt oi
something to look for each day.
Mrs. Fremont Beverage who was guests of Mr. and Mrs. Percy L. Rob
Crowley were bearers. Interment j they have the saloon back. Thc Rockland Funeral services were held
H. W Healey of Belfast has re
raloon was their place of power in Thursday from thc Clarence J Mee
erts
in
New
York.
The
Senior
4-H
Clubs
of
Union
with relatives in Washington. D. C,
was in the Stanton family lot in
turned from Kings Park, Long
the past. In the same editorial quot han funeral home, in Portland, and
will present the 3-act comedy drama South Thomaston.
for the winter, arrived yesterday and
Lady Knox Chapter, D.AR. holds Island. N. Y„ where hc spent thc "A Poor Married Man" at thc Wash
ed
above thc writer said; 'The back services of requiem in Holy Cross
will spend a few days with Mr. and
fell asleep, a hymn of
past month with hls son Oscar. He ington Grange hall May 3. There Grandmother
praise
room of the saloon was political Church.
Mrs. L. A. .Thurston before going to Its annual meeting Monday after
noon at the home of Mrs Alice Karl. will remain here until June, when he will bc a dance after the drama with Upon her lips—a song of other days.
headquarters, and there was a time
Mr Thibodeau is survived by his
her home in North Haven.
will go to his cottage at Temple music by Overlook's orchestra
We who are left to miss her soul’s per when the sa'oon was even the voting
wife,
four sisters, Mrs. William Whit"
fume
J. H Ricker of the Eyelet & Tool Heights for the summer.
Mrs. Elsie Quear who has been
Miss Earbara Jean Creighton was Feel she went singing to another room. place, and the brewers and thc distil and Mrs. Norman Deveau, Nova Sco
spending a few days with relatives in Company of Boston, and Mrs. Ricker
hostess last Tuesday afternoon to Where now she waits with shining lers subsidized political parties as tia. Mrs. Elizabeth Burke of Jersey
Leon Staples returned to Plainville.
morning face.
1 the price to continue winking at ir- City, N. J, and Mrs. John B. Moulaithe city has returned to Waldoboro, were recent guests of Mrs. Ricker's
nine little girl friends who camc to To make
our heaven a more homelike
i regularity. That the bootleggers are son of Rockland; three brothers. Mark
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester mother, Mrs. R N" Marsh, Broad Conn. this morning having spent a the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
place
few days in North Haven with hls !
street.
B. Jones.
Creighton to celebrate Baibara Jean's Her hands will open wide the sunlit quite without power in some ol our Thibodeau of Gloucester, William
father. C. S. Staples. On his return !
door.
lower political circles could not be Thibodeau and Freeman Thibodeau
ninth birthday. The table was deco
will bring us close to God
Mrs. Ednah Robbins entertained
Miss Elena Shute whose appear from North Haven he was a guest at rated with Easter bunnies and rab Her faith
denied safely, but it is a petty power of Nova Scot a.
once more.
the T Club last evening at her home ance in "Codfiah Aristocracy" was the home of Irven Simpson. Beech bits and the refreshments were en
compared with that which the saloon
i And wc wlll flnd the mystery of Death
in Rockport.
witnessed with such ketn interest re street.
Before you go to lied tonight set
joyed also games which followed Fanned to a holy flame by her kind keeper of old exercised In practically
breath.
turned to Belfast Wednesday. She
j
every
State.'
your
timepieces ahead one hour.
Those present were Janette Stephen
|Communtcated|
Mrs. A. R. Bachelder, Mrs. Orrin comes Monday to again take the role
Mrs. Goldie A. McAuliffe has re
“Josephus Danipls said ln 1930: Daylight saving time begins Sunday.
son. Betty McKinley, Virginia Pink
F. Smith and Mrs. Harry W. French of "Eliza Whitney" when thc play 1s ceived a letter from, her brother,
ham, Nathalie Fossett, Hazel Day,
were in Portland yesterday.
SOUTH HOPE
presented ln Camden that evening. Walter W. Morse stating he and his j Agnes Day, Esther Young, Madeline
bride
were
spending
a
portion
of
their
Many lccal people who were obliged
Farris, Lois Nichols.
The cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
The Merry Makers, local dramatic
to miss the performances in Thom honeymoon in Havana and will be at ! Mr. and Mrs. James Cameron
MONDAY
Weed at Hobbs Pond was thc scene
club,
will present the "Dutch Detec
aston will welcome the opportunity to their home in Portland thc first of , have returned t their home in Union
TUESDAY
tive"
at
Orange
hall,
May
4.
Danc

last Sunday cf a jolly gathering,
attend in Camden. "Codfish Aris May.
after a winter spent in Springfield. ing will follow the entertainment, and
planned by Mr. Weed as a birthday
tocracy" ls from the clever pen of
Mass., with their daughter Mrs. I. a large audience ls anticipated.
celebration for his wife. Guests were
Alvary Gay Is in Boston on busi
Adelyn Bushnell who also plays the
B. Hinckley. They made the return
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller, Mr. and
role of “Ann Shaw" ard stages the ness, and ls accompanied by his trip by auto with Mr. and Mrs. E.
Mrs. Carl Freeman, Mr. and Mrs.
production, which, with an exception brother Stanley.
H. Cameron.
MON.-TUES.
Harold Orindle. Mr. and Mrs. Bud
ally large cast, is expertly presented.
Waltei
Spauldtny
of
Swampscott,
|
Fisher, Mr and Mrs. Ralph Nutt. Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Brazier, Mr., and
MICKIE SAYS—
Mr and Mrs Freeman S. Young Mass, has been spending a few days
Mrs. Howard Wilbur. Mr. and Mrs.
at his former home in this city.
have returned from a few days' visit
Carl Cole. Mrs Hudson Barrows. Mlss
with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Harbach in
At the annual meeting of the
TWCYS JUST OUE THtue TO
THE UNCANNY
Charlotte Ingraham. Miss Bertha
Bangor. Mr. Young attended the Rubinstein Club last evening these i
THIS ADVERTISING GAME Wilson, John Salisbury, and Roy
-a, the l,OOO-yeer-eld mummy
Dempsey and Schmeling exhibition. officers were named: President, Mrs
YOU SOT TO HAVE SOMEYMIkltr
who torn,) ts life 700AY »• teak hit
Weed.
WORTH ADVEfSTISlUa < SO IP
led
lava af a forgotten yeoterdoy I
Lilian S. Copping; vice president,
YOU PEEL -THAT YOU CAU SEUThe Dutch supper at the Congre Mrs. Grace Crie; secretary, Mrs. Alice ]
with
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Brazier en
I
CUSTOMERS YOUR GOODS, WE
tertained at supper and card3 Wed gational vestry Wednesday was well Karl (re-election); treasurer, Mrs.
I
attended.
Thc
attractiveness
of
the
nesday evening at their cottage at
Muriel Crie; executive board. M"s.
DAVID MANNERS
Hobbs Pond, the occasion celebrating decorations and the “different" bill Helen Wentworth, Mrs. Katherine j
Edward Van Sloan, Arthur
the birthday of Tom Farley. The of fare, won many words of com Veazie, Miss Alice Erskine, Mrs. [
Byron. Story by Nina Wil
Tulips, jonquils and Ethel Lee Hayden. Mrs. Frances Me- j
table decorations and appointments mendation.
cox Putnam and Richard
pussy
willows
combined
with
yellow
were most attractive, and a birthday
Leon and Mrs. Hazel Atwood; choral :
Schaytr. Produced by Carl
cake of generous proportions occupied candles and napkins furnished the director, Mrs. Faith Berry; accom
Laemmlc, Jr. Directed by
keynote
of
decorations,
and
sailer
a prominent place. Mrs. Brazier was
panist, Mrs. Nettie Averill. A detailed
Karl Freund. Presented by
kraut
and
frankfdrts
furnished
thc
assisted by Mrs. Gladys Taylor and
account of thc radio program wlll ap
Carl Laemmle. In thc UNI
Mrs. Frank Fuller. Guests were Mr. main dish. Thc young giris serving pear in Tuesday's issue.
VERSAL PICTUREwere
attired
in
Dutch
costume.
Mrs
and Mrs. Curtis Weed. Mr. and Mrs
Howard Wilbur, Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. H. B. Fales as general chairman was
WASHINGTON
Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. '’Harold assisted by Mrs. Henry B. Bird, Mrs
SPECIAL CHILDREN’S MATINEE
Grindle, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fuller, G. A. Lawrence, Mrs. John I. Snow.
The senior 4-H Clubs of Union will
TUESDAY AFTERNOON AT 4.00 O’CLOf’K
Mrs.
Cleveland
Sleeper
Sr.,
Mrs.
A.
ADMISSION TEN CENTS
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Nutt, Mrs. Hud
present the 3-act comedy drama, “A
son Barrows. Roy Weed, John Salis H. Jones, Mrs. Chauncey Keene, Mrs. Poor Married Man," at the Grange i
bury, Miss Bertha Wilson and Miss C. F. Joy. Mrs. Wallace Spear. Mrs. hall, May 3. There will be a dance j
TODAY
NOW
I
MAURICE CHEVALIER in
R. E. Philbrick, Mrs. Georgs E. after the drama with music by OverREGIS TOOMEY
Charlotte Ingraham.
SHOWING
(
"THE BEDTIME STORY"
in
Dunton, Mrs. Donald Cummings, Mrs kick's orchestra.
“
SOLDIERS
OF
TIIE
STORM"
Daylight Saving
Huntley-Hill Post V.F.W., 360 Main J. E. Stevens, Mrs. Archie Bowley,
SHOWS
street has a supper tonight 5 to 7; the Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb. Mrs.. A. J. Bird,
Before you go to bed tonight net |
Matinee 2.00
public will be given n hearty wel Mrs. G. M. Derry and Mrs. I co How your timepieces ahead one honr.1
Evg. 6.45, 8.45
Daylight Having lime begins Sunday. J
come. Tickets 25 cents.—adv.
ard. .
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, thia depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, miBleala. etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
gladly received
TELEPHONE .............................. 770 or 794

i

Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden who have
been at their winter home in Fruit
land Park, Fla., expect to arrive in
Thomaston about May 10.

have a lovely Rose
summer

Fertil-Potted
Roses
in variety

1.00,1.25 each

Certi-Fed Roses
50c each
Vigoro, Loma, Bone

Meal in 5 lb pkgs.
Lawn Grass and

Flower Seeds
on sale at

Silsby Flower Shop

KARLOFF
ZITA JOHANN

PAR cs

STRAND

A certain New York restaurant
caters to midgets, although we hard
ly see how they can eat anywhere if
they're shorter than we are.—Wes
ton Leader.

>4-4-«+♦♦♦ 4-4"S-4-4-4-4"F4-+«++4-4-4"F

HERE!
THE NEW

HOOVERS
The Hoover men have arrived
—and will give,without obliga

tion to purchase, home dem-

nnalrnlinna of lhe new Silver
Jubilee Hooven,, the greatest

cleaner values of 193.1, to a

limited number of women.
Welcome the Hoover man

when he calls. If you want to

be sure of being on his limited
list, or if one time is more

convenient than another,

telephone for a definite ap
pointment. Special Term* on

Hoovers, complete with dust
ing equipment, while the

Hoover men are here.
IMPORTANTi If you have ■
Hoover, leave your name and the

Hoover representatives will call and

inspect your cleaner free. Replace
ments at lowest cost.

CENTRA^MAIME

POWER/tbMPAMY
4-4>4-4>4>4-4-4-4>4>*4>+4>*4-4>4-4>4><M"»*4

Every-Other-Day
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POEMS OF THE SEASIDE

STUDENTS FOR JACK

the gaane.
He saw movies of
the Schmeling - Sharkey fight and
thought Herr Max won.
Said "Sharkey has been a good
fighter." Thinks he's growing old
now.
Says Camera is big. but can't hit
Just pushes his opponents around.
Thinks Max Baer can stand more
punishment than any one in the
game.
Couldn't pick winner of the BaerSchmeling match, but says it should
:
an eyen thing and )ooka for a

PARK THEATRE

Traveling Around America

Kar’off, noted creator of sinister
screen roles, and today acknowledged
sion At the Orono College,
as filmdom's supreme make-up artist
has achieved a new and startling
Marsh Says
In a February issue of The Coumasterpiece of the make-up art with
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
Theta Chi House
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
the mummy countenance which he
i rier-Gazette there appeared a poem
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
Orono, April 26
uses in "The Mummy.” coming Mon
"The Old. Old House By the Sea.
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
day and Tuesday.
written by Cora Estelle Waldron of
Yesterday afternoon I had the
Surpassing even the hideous
i is still confined to bed, with a Freeport, who writes that she has opportunity of seeing and hearing
Deer Island Thoroughfare
"Frankenstein" in cleverness, the
received several letters commenting ! Jack Dempsey, and thought you
Not much news on this station, trained nurse in attendance.
, "mummy" make-up took Karloff eight
We are glad to hear that all the upon her rhyme, one asking if it was | might be interested in what he said
I tedious hours to don The tnuisforonly spring cleaning and. painting,
sick ones are getting better at the a real house or if lt were all in her j1 know 1 wasmation of tlie actor to Im-ho-tep,
but we are nearly through inside.
knockout when these two boys meet.
mind.
11 wasnt wldely known that
Mrs, Susie Carter and Miss lighthouses and elsewhere.
All questions concerning Schmel- 2700-year-old mummy, was acconr“Several years ago.’’ she writes,' Dempsey was going to be on Campu ing Dempsey referred to Jacobs, say plished in the following manner:
Marion Pierce came out to the sta
The face, of course, was 'he first
Bluehill Bay
"while visiting Spruce Head t village i j although a few small handbills ing "He's his manager. I'm only the
tion to make us a little visit Thurs
consideration.
It was dampened with
stated
he
was.
I
thought
lt
might
Mrs. Foss and Justin Jr. spent last I saw a very old house close to tin
day morning of last week and spent
promoter."
the night, returning Friday morning weekend with Keeper Foss. We water's edge, and that house sug- I ** a practical joke, but there was : gome ardent admirer of a home- water, and then completely covered
made good use of Saturday by clean gested the title of the poem. The nothing to lose, so after Clift Ladd i town fighter asked him what he with very thin strips of cotton—even
with Keeper Conary.
the eyelids were not spared this
rest of it was "all in my mind,” as and I finished shining Cliff s shoes.; ,hoUg|lt of McCoy.
Spring has surely come for we had ing inside and out at the station.
nerve-wracking process. Collodion
my
friend
puts
it,
though
the
old
we
strolled
over
to
Alumni
hall
"McOoy?
McCoy?
He's
a
new
one
Keeper
Foss
has
five
chickens
now,
a large flock of robins call on us
tp {LSSUa4(e ^e boy's was then applied, and the mask
last week to rest and feed for a day and another hen ls leaving the nest house is typical of many old aban- There wasn t anyone about at 4 30; [0
doned
houses
by
the
sea,
and
the
soon,
however,
a
crowd
gathered,
and
in
j
urec
j
feelings
he said. "There touched up with spirit gum to hold it
soon.
and night, and then went on their
Maurice Bridges was a visitor at I story of the poem of any family *e went UP 10 chapel. The room probably are a lot of good fighters in place. Work was stopped at inter way.
vals in order that a drying machine
which had lived in such a house and "“as pretty we.l filled by 5 tthe coming up that I've never heard of."
Another sign of spring. Two large the station one day last week.
might be applied to set thc facial 1
Warren Ford and Everett Holden "carried on" for several generations, scheduled time for his arrival) and
Jacobs finally stopped the barrage ^illk]es The next step was the pin- I
sail yachts left the Billings Yacht
qUestjOns by reminding Dempsey
Basin last week for New York and are moving back to Flye Island again 1 j have enclosed a poem about Spruce sure enough at 5 o clock in walked j
1‘hoto by tiroes Lihi
this spring to fix up their weir.
Head Island that I should be glad to i Jack
Dempsey. Joe Jacobs, and an- |
they
several more are getting ready.
.
- must broadcast very short was used to give Karloff's head the
KEEPING STORE, AT QUITO
• • • •
have you print. And the one about ,otner n’an
ly. and their party left for BangorBangor— Mrmte<, appearance of a mummy
The Sunbeam passed this station
HIS pretty store-keeper of Quito, markets and shops for the tourist,
Nash Island
the poet—I think all will know who
. . . .
and supper
Twenty-two different varieties of
going west Saturday morning.
and it two days away by rail from
Ecuador, is very busy knitting—
is
meant."
Jacobs
spoke
first.
He
is
a
short.
1
During
this
appearance
of
Dempn
iake-ig>
paint
were
then
applied
to
• • • •
One great day here. It surely
Guayaquil, one of the porta visited by
but not too busy to smile broadly as
travellers taking the fortnightly
Miss Waldrons poems follow:
stocky feliow with pink cheeks, and **>'3
was impossible not to notice J tpe actor's withered countenance —
seems nice to see the sun again after
she works
Perkins Island
cruises from New Yorx and Califor
SPRL'CE HEAD ISLAND
how
modest
he
is.
There
is
nothing
About her Is cluttered pottery of nia which visit the fascinating West
the
long
northeaster
we
had
last
adv.
Fred Osgood had high score at the
A spruce-clad Isle is a gem of the ocean presented quite a contrast to Demp
every description suitable for the Coast countries of South America.
affected
about
him.
Fame
does
not
Parker Head card party April 13 and 'week All busy outside getting ready
Close to the coast of the State of sey. Jacobs started off by saying: '
Ecuadorian household, while festoons
Tiny dolls, chessm'n, llamas, horses,
Maine
seem to have made him appear any
of rope also dangle from odd nails on
STRAND THEATRE
and many other objects, are mod
was awarded a large chocolate frost for our inspector—always lots of The waves wash against tt with con "Members of the faculty—members
the
walls.
i
greater to himself. He is sincere ir
elled cleverly from tagua or Ivory
stant motion
picking up this time of year. Our
ed cake.
The large earthenware jugs, shown
As If they were trying, although ln of this beautiful University of his speech and sincere in his actions
nuts, while tortoise shell It another
"State Fair," all-star screen offer
daughter and her husband came out
vain.
In
the
picture,
are
often
used
to
hold
material from which tbs native arti
Maine" and that queered his speech.,
We are glad to have Mrs. Osgood
Although he cou'.d not have been ing, is truly All-American in its
filtered dr nklng water These jugs
to help. She comes out every day To sweep it away to a distant harborsan makes comba, rings, breast pine,
He said it was impossible for in Alumni hall more than 20 min- I theme and ita handling, as well as
home for the week. Leona is spend
are suspended in a shady doorway or necklaces and other articles. Indian
There to be seen by a larger throng—
with mail and provisions as we do
window and the porous clay surface dolls, dressed In homespun materials
ing her vacation with relatives at
And make It Into a spruce-scented arbor ocnmeling to appear because he utes. he left for Bangor with the in its cast. It is an odd fact that,,
not dare to keep the power boat
keeps the contents coot by constant
of patterns a thousand years old, are
Filled with gay laughter and wlld-btrd needed the rest. 'Schmeling was
South Portland.
evaporation
good
wishes
and
admiration
of
apwith
the
exception
of
"The
Birth
of
always eagerly sought by the visitors
song:
here, but can soon as the weather is
going
to
speak
to
the
German
Clubi
,
Quito
is
packed
with
Interesting
as souvenir!.
*
Fred Osgood was weekend guest getting better.
proximately 1,000 more friends than a Nation," nearly all the outstandOr carry tt off to some Bowing rtver
ut the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sudds
Lovely with tints when the day is but instead we were much more he had before.
ing
productions
In
film
history
have
j
---------------------------------------Keeper Purington has
more
fortunate to have the "champ of
of Auburn. They motored to Booth- trouble. Now that the lambs can Wheredone.
been foreign in their treatment and desire. The farmer whose prize hog Tuesday, promises to set a new mark
rushes grow lush and shore
Henry S. Marsh.
champs." Jack Dempsey. When he
grasses quiver
bay Harbor and called on his sister look out for themselves, he is setting
locale
— "Broken Blossoms." "Robin J wins the championship cf the f^ir. in screen circles—adv.
And fish break water and flash ln th>
stepped forward to speak he received
Mrs. Robert Barlow at East Booth- hens. Next month he will set turkey
sun.
"So you think you would be a Hood," “7th Heaven," "The Pour his wife whose pickles and mince •
A hard-driving taxi-driver ignored
plenty of applause. It was interest suitable valet for me,” said the old j Horsemen," “What Price Glory.” meat capture blue ribbons, the two
bay.
eggs and If he keeps this up he will But. wave-laved Island, you are ours for
a red signal, threatened the traffic
ing to study him as he stood there. man to tlie applicant. "I must re- "Beau Oeste," “All Quiet" and the youngsters who both achieve ro
ever—
The woodchuck which we had as a j
qUjte a farmer as well as a lightpoliceman's knees, missed the street
You are sacred to living and dead
yQU
rm preUy much of , rest.
mance after their fashion — these island by a hair, and lightly grazed
pet last summer has returned after keeper We want to have some good No’ tidenortime from our heartatrlng' He wore a dark blue double breasted
can sever
suit which made him look tall, and
, haye
gla&s eye
In "State Fair." however, every characters and the others in the film a bus, all in one dash.
hibernating all winter. He is very ten<jer chicken for Maude and
You. loved little Island, our own
he
is
taller
than
I
expected,
anyway
)eg
an
arm lhat
Spruce
Head
thing from start to finish is typi- are all truly American.
tame and friendly and comes into : Walter when they come to see us
The policeman hailed him, then
the house to get bread, of which he is , ,j,is summer
A POET WHO WRITES OF THE COAST And what a build he has! His i looking after, not to mention a wig cally American. Taken from Phil
With such stars as Janet Gaynor, strolled over to the taxi, pulling a big j|
OE MAINE
Stong's prize-winning novel of the Will Rogers, Lew Ayres. Sally Ellers handkerchief from his pocket en
very fond. He annoys the cat very
>pjje boys have their baseball out- Hr sits at rase on the rocks and writes shoulders are as broad as the back and false teeth."
Excellent poems that a'l rhnu'd know end ot a truck. A slim waist and
much—she does not have any use for,
all
to play. We have great
"That would be all right, sir.” re same name, the picture deals with 1 and Norman Foster heading the dis- route.
He writes when the tranquil ocean long legs. He seems to be in won
sponded the other. "I've had plenty the experiences of a true-to-life tinguished cast, the direction of the
“Listen, cowboy!" he growled. "On
hlm
games here. Some days there are
sleeps.
derful physical condition now. His of practise You see, I once worked Mid-west family during one hectic veteran Henry King and Stong's yer way back I'lldrop this and see if
When It surges in undertow
• • • •
qUue a number on the island, and
face is striking. It seems to denote in the assembly room of a big mo- week at a state fair in which each vividly realistic story as a basis, you can pick it up with yerteeth
Pond Island
then we have a regular game. Keep- He writes of the beautiful coast of Maine
On s snruce-covered Isle nf the se*
primitive strength.
One could tor concern."—Humorist.
member realizes his or her supreme “State Fair." coming Monday and Legion Weekly.
The USS. Hibiscus called at the er and Mrs. Purington like to play Where the air ls sweet with scent that
easily imagine that face changing in
comes
station with Mr. Sampson on inspec- just as well as the rest,
Prom the Isle's namesake, the spruce stantly to a fighting face. He is
tree.
tion. and called again the 19th with
We must speak of Rex, our dog.
very dark complexioned. with black
material to repair the bell tower.
He is very busy now keeping the gulls We thank the poet who kindly writes
crinkly hair, dark eyes, and a nose
Of
the
coast
of
our
beautiful
Maine
Three workmen landed April 20.1 off. He doesn't allow them on the Long may he live snd write, and write.
slightly
flat and crooked.
For our own Is the much-prized gain
L. B. Beal. A. 8. Dodge and Ralph 1 island and is right on his job chasing
Then he spoke to us. He is not an
Morong. Mr. Beal and Mr. Dodge them away.
orator—he never could be loquacious
came from Ram Island Light Boo’hJoe Lakeman came out with Ea-1 and found the roads in exceptional!.'' 1
—but everything he says, he says
bay and when they are through and Clifford Purington for the week- good condition for this time of the
„
u
simply and with a great deal of sinyear. Came back to Saddleback
'
, .
,
,
here they are going to Seguin Mr end.
.
.v. going
___ ,____
centy.
Blake of Boothbay landed the me.i
• • • •
April
12, ..
Mr. ».
Mathie
home
the ThisJ alone makes him most
i„ effective when he speaks,
same day. His wife met him ir.
Portland Head
here and was caught on the sand bar
Rockland
with
the
car.
and got tide nipped. He had to wait
Hail. rain, snow squalls and April
We are still busy cleaning and
I wish I could remember everyfor the next tide to get off the bar.
showers are in order.
Miss Opal Watson spent the weekMrs. Sterling dug some dandelion painting. We are looking for in- thing he said, but I guess that is
impossible. He addressed us as
spection almost any time now.
end with Keeper and Mrs. Fickett, j greens last week
We were pleased to receive the | "Boys and Girls" and then went cn
who drove her back to Portland > Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Elden called on
<"iV
pretty card from Editor Fuller. to say how pleased he was to be able
Monday.
' R. T. Sterling last Sunday
to speak to us 'although I couldn't
The three workmen started for
Keeper Marr of Portland Break- Good luck to all.
imagine why). He left home when
Popham Beach at noon Saturday water was a welcome visitor ThursTENANT'S HARBOR
eight years old, and when he wanted
and at 2 the tide had taken them day.
to send a telegram to his mother he
halfway to Seguin. The Coast
Col. S O Shartle and Mrs. Shartle
Miss Marion Wallace of Hallowell “had to use a dictionary to get the
Guard had to get out after them or ! of Delano Park, Cape Elizabeth, ana
was a recent guest of Miss Ruth words spelled right." He urged all
they would have been well on the J. W. Lyon cf Portland called on R
Barter.
T. Sterling Sunday.
of us to get all the education we
way to France by night.
The following notice from a Massa
• • • •
Albert Martin had the misfortune
could—when we had that to start out
chusetts paper will be of interest to
to stick a piece of wire in hjs hand
after what we wanted and stick to it
Eagle
many readers of this column: “Has
until we got it. He was so much in
Well, folks, you haven't heard recently T'le wound is healing kell—At his home.
Whittemore
i nicely.
.
earnest that it was hard to imagine
from this station for some time, but
Terrace, Dorchester, Mass. March
They tell us spring is really here .. _ „
this picture. There he was, telling
we are on the map just the same,
23. Capt. William H . husband of Ida
"
but when evening shadows fall we
of his poor start ln life, and how
cleaning house, and doing some in
M Haskell. Funeral services at All
find it cozy to draw our chairs near
side painting—but will soon be
Saints Church, Peabody Square. fortunate we were, still I couldn't
i the hearth and enjoy a comfortable
Ashmont.' Capt. Haskell was a resi help wondering how many of the
through inside.
fire.
dent of this town in his boyhood days, students would be as well known
Keeper Bracey wishes to thank
F O. Hilt is tied hands and foot—
and will be remembered by his for ; and liked as he is today. A true
Editor Fuller for the postcard, and
or in other words his hands and one
champion, recognized the world over,
mer associates.
appreciates the fact that he can re
foot are afflicted with eczema.
yet there was no sign of superiority
ANNOUNCING THE NEW TOWN SEBAN
member us all when he is down in
Keeper and ‘Mrs A. J. Beal of White
■ on his part. In fact, if anything it!
sunny Miami.
Greet another brilliant newcomer to the Chev
Head,, L. O. Qoff and family and Miss
You’ll pay less for a
was quite the opposite.
rolet ronka: the Master Six Town Sedan,
Was very glad to read that the
'CHEVROLET
Eleanor Beal called on the Hilts Sun
smartest, moat colorful car ever to brighten
He concluded his brief speech, but
folks on Seguin are all well and day evening
Chevrolet than for any
the low-price field —priced at only $545,
upon
being
informed
that
he
was
back on the job. It is slow business
f. o. b. Flint, Michigan.
Mrs Sterling and Mrs. Hilt were in
other
six-cylinder
closed
car
on
the
supposed to speak for 20 minutes,
to be sick on one of these island sta Portland last Saturday afternoon
he stood up and asked if there were
tions, and one surely feeis glad to They met Mrs. Charles Sterling and
market. You’ll spend less on it for
any questions he could answer. Il
get back on his feet.
daughters Elizabeth and Marian and
gasoline and oil than you would on
seems that there were. I can re
While almost everyone was getting the party attended the movies.
member
only
a
few
of
them.
A'.l
snow in the recent storm, we had
any other full-size automobile. You’ll
•Willard Hilt, Mrs. Hilt and Mrs.
were answered with a simple direct
lots of rain with Just a few snow Sterling motored to St George re
also spend less to keep a Chevrolet in
ness which left us wanting more de
flurries, followed by thick fog. We cently, visiting E E. Kinney and fam
tails.
are hoping for some good weather so ily and A. W. Hathom. They report
first-class mechanical condition.
• • • •
we can get outside to work, as we an enjoyable visit.
have plenty to do. but the weather
Then, in addition to saving all this
He said probably his fight against
Good Timers’ Club met with Mrs
man doesn't give out any encourage Mollie Mitchell at Falmouth Gardens
Firpo was his hardest. After being
money, think how much better off
ment.
Wednesday. A dark day and not much
knocked out of the ring he came
"I see thia Chevrolet Standard Si* is
Oeorge Sylvester and Walter sewing was accomplished, but cloudy
you’ll be in every other way. You’ll
"Syncro-Mesh?'
back and “very luckily" won the
advertised as the world’s lowest-priced
Scott of Sunset were weekend weather we notice never affects con
ait-cylinder closed car."
, second round.
own a big, comfortable Fisher Body
"Oh, ture—and a silent second, tool
visitors.
versation.
Considered Gibbons the cleverest
Listen to how nice and quietly we hit
"Well, et $445, it certainly is a treat buy."
Carl B. Quinn and Ellington
car—a fast, dependable, smooth-run
; man he ever fought. Asked about
40—without even shifting into high
Carver who have been visiting
Saddleback Ledge
gear."
ning six—one of the smartest, most
friends in Camden and Palermo, re
but not so clever as Gibbons.
Keeper Wells left the station
turned April 20 bringing with them March 25 for 16 days leave of ab
attractive cars on the road today—
"How do you like acting?"
Linwood Littlefield and
Olenn sence. He writes: My wife and niece
chores fer
A
“As an actor I’m a good fighter."
and the most advanced car ever to
Bracey. Linwood is visiting his met me in Bangor with the car. I me around my house asked me
"What about the long count?”
aunt Mrs. Hattie Quinn and Olenn visited Keeper Larrabee at West
what is an
appear in the low-price field. SAVE
“A fighter forgets things very
is with us at the station.
alumni?
easily.
No
matter
what
happened
■
Quoddy
Head
and
he
showed
me
the
—with a NEW Chevrolet I
• • • •
An’ I, feelin' right pert and the best man won—or should I say
new equipment that has been in
CHBVROLBT
MOTOR CO.. DETROIT, MICH.
two
fellers
Manana Island
stalled during the past two years.
the better man won?"
that's
graduated
from
college
an
’
The tender Hibiscus landed ma Everything about the station looked
“Will you fight again?”
terial for boat slip, wharf and rail first class. March 31 I received a they go back at graduation time an’
“No. I'm too old a man.”
"Remember—in the old car, you always
road April 19. Mr. Sampson inspect summons to appear on April 4 at the take licker with 'em and git drunk
Thought Tunney a wonderful box
wanted the front window open, and I
ed station at the same time.
M. S. Court House, in Portland be an' then come back home an' spread er. Said that both fights with Tun- ’
"Which make of car in your fleet uses the
wan ted it closed?''
Fog has been the chief weather fore the federal grand Jury, and with the report that drinkin' in colleges ney were easy fights, but the second
least amount of gasoline and oil?"
All pricoa f. o. b. Flint, Mich. Special equip
most of the month, together with my wife and niece Miss Imogene is turrible.
was easier because of his better con
ment eitra.
Low delivered prices and easy
"Yet—thank goodness for thia Fisher
"Chevrolet!
coat records tlways
Then he asked whether all the dition.
rain and easterly winds.
Carleton left Lubec for Gardiner
G M. X. C. terma. A General Motora Value:
Ventilation. Now every body’s satisfied."
show that."
alumnis
acted
that
way,
an
’
I
said,
The keeper s mother has returned Sunday. April 2. Monday we spent
Asked as to how a boxer felt before
to her home in Jonesport after most of the day at the State House, more serious like, no. only a few a fight, he replied, “Very nervous,
spending the winter at the station.
climbing to the dome and viewing of 'em that likes to remind their- and he hopes he'll be lucky.”
Sorry to hear that Tenant’s Harbor the old relics, portraits of former selves of how colleges yoosta be, tn
Training is strenuous, he says.
Light is to be discontinued. Econo governors, etc. We stayed Monday the old1 days an’ how they’d be agin The fight very seldom takes much
night in Oardiner and started for if the 18th Amendment was repealed. out of a boxer unless he has a broken
my hurts sometimes.
-I
Copyright, 1933, by O. J. McClure
Capt. Fields made a trip to Booth- Portland early Tuesday morning,
rib. split ear. or broken jaw.
bay Harbor yesterday. Capt. Ells coming back to Gardiner that
Before you go to bed tonight set
He was asked numerous questions
worth Wallace went for Dr. Hahn night. It rained in torrents all day your timepieces ahead one hour, about present boxers.
Thought
recently for Mre. Calvin Davis who Wednesday we returned to Lubec Daylight saving time begins Sunday. Schmeling the hardest puncher in
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SAVE WITH A NEW CHEVROLET
Save on purchase price • Save on gas and oil
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